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Volume 1 Illustration





















Prologue

--

Translator note: 

 The hell with this prologue?! it's not telling me the storyyyyy / [ just go to the
chapter 1 alreaady]

and it's hard o understanndddd, anyoneeee that know it, just tell me if my
translation is wrong or not????
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001　Reincarnated

１５Year６Month２３Day

The english of「koko wa doko desuka ？」is「Where am I

 

１５Year６Month２７Day

It’s a typo・・ oi ・・・

 

　It is 2 o’clock in the middle of night, a man is walking by relying on the street
lamp.

　his destination is convience store that not far from his house.

　just now i was having fun with the soapland lady[CZN: it’s a prostitution duh
:v, and i just know that i n japan it say deriheru] that i call in my room, the love
has ended and i was aware that the lady had go back.

　but because there are no food, i go out in the middle if night.

 

「That girl, Rin-chan is it. Was very cute ~,next time i will call her again!」

 



　While thinking that, he entered the convenience store automatic door.

　Here, in convenience store his life came to an end.

 

　In that convenience store, 3 people was there, one of them was the
university student aged clerk, and the remaining two were have a survival knife
kind of weapon in their hand pointing between the eyes of the clerk.

 

　It means that he nonchalanty and unfortunately came across the
convenience store robbery.

 

For a while he was stunned looking at the scene, when he came to sense he
giving his back to the scene and trying to escape from the scene but, in that
moment a severe pain running amok in his back and he naturally fallen.

 

　After being hitten by a severe pain many times, he let go of his won
consciousness.

 

◆◇◆◇◆◇◆◇◆◇◆◇◆

「・・・Here is」

 



　Unfamiliar Ceiling・・・

　I see, i’ve survived in that conbini huh？

 

　Here is hospital room?

 

　I’ve never been hospitaled before so i don’t know but, this place seems to be
more luxurious than what i see in TV.

　Why the injured me am here?... Am i brought to another country’s
hospital?...

　I don’t think that’s the case, but i don’t believe this is japanese room
building. In a western style room, there lies a bed.

「%＆’％＄＃”＃’＆＃＃’」

　Uooooatsu！

　Foreigner？

「$%’”＆＝’％＄”＆＄％」

　It’s a language that i never heard of・・・

　A race different from japan・・・Than western europe・・・It’s closer to middle
Eastern with chiseled face and black hair ・・・Without a doubt ossanda .

 

　I’ve got no idea what of what are you saying.

　I’m no good with my body but it’s different from my head Japanese naturally,
English, French,Germany, Greeks, mandarin, cantonese,koreanese, i could use all
of it but, Arabic mostly i don’t remember it.



　・・・I’m Troubled・・・For now, Let’s talk with english・・・

 

「Where am I ?（ここはどこですか？）」

「”＄＆’！＃＄％’％＃”」

　English was not good・・・

 

　French・・・Nope。

　German・・・Nope。

　Greek・・・Nope。

　Cantonese・・・Nope。

　Korean・・・Nope。

 

　・・・It’s hopeless。

 

　A, he get out of the room.

　I’m being left alone huh？

　I’m pretty sure that i’m stabbed by a knife, i’m being uneasy whether i could
move my body or not・・・there’s no pain either nor freedom・・・how to say it, i’m
feeling quite lazy because there’s no pain.

 



　Although a big tree is visible from the windows, any other information is
unavailable.

 

　A, he came back.

　He came with 2 women though, it seems not a nurse either, 1 person is
wearing a luxurious dress like a royalty’s evening dress, ad the other wearing a
maid uniform.

　The women that using a dress were at least in her 20th, blonde’s with a blue
eyes with a model like figure.

　While the maid seems not yet reaching 20 i think, and having a beauty that
not inferior than the dress woman. It’s a bishoujo.

「＋”＄；＆’！＃・＄％’％＃”」

　haa？

　When i think of what did the women in dress do, she’s hugging me.

　I should be happy that i’m being hugged by a beaty but, there’s no reaction
from my son... it is because i'm in convalescence[CZN: it’s a phase when you
start to healing] that i’m not reacting right?!

 

　At that time, because i don’t know what those people are talking about, i’m
stuck with drowsiness and began to sleep.

 

Previous Chapter |



002 : Training

and i'm a little confused, whether to make it 2 post for a day, or make it in a
different day... by the way, i'm posting this 2 times a week~ it's simply my whim
though... it's hard to accumulate the desire to translate...

Anyway~~

Enjoy The chappy :*

002　Training

１５Year６Month２７Day

Clerical error Correction・・・一Done

I'm Changing buryutozerusu --> Bryutzels [CZN]

 

 

　Since then, it’s been 1 years, i was able to grasp my situation, now i have
many thing to learn about my situation.

 

　This is not japan, let alone japan, it’s not even in Planet Earth.

　That day in the convenience store i’ve been killed by the robbers, now i’m in
the world called Hekato, in a country that named Holy Van Damme Kingdom.

　I’ve been somewhat trouble with the circumstance that i have right now, but
it seems i fall under the category of Reincarnation.

 



　My name right now is Christoph von bryutzels that will be impossible naming
in japan, i’m look like a 12th years old bonde kid with blue eyes.

 

　The 11 years old Christoph was sickly since his birth, Whether i rob Christoph
body, or my memory before i reincarnated were coming back to me while i’m in

death door, i do not know.

 

　It’s good that i have my memory until 11 years old but, Unfortunately the
Christoph 11 years old was not the same as me, and i’m in a situation where i

don’t understand the language, i need 1 year of living normally until i was able to
learn the language.

 

　Just that is enough of big surprised but, that this world known as hekato,
magic exist.

　Christoph were sickly but he blessed with talent in magic, today Christoph
had enormous magic power.

 

　However, even if i had magic i’ve got no knowledge about it.



 

In order to learn the language, i’m indulged in reading starting from picture
book to history book until magic book.

 

　The first is Mother, a, mother is the person that hug me that time the pretty
lady with dress, although mother stopped me from learning magic, and 1 year

after that because my condition improved, i’m getting permission to learn magic.

 

「When you using external mana, you could minimized internal mana usage. So
let’s start from feeling mana」

 

　Because mother has given me permission, a home tutor has assigned to me.

　When she was 16 she became a court magician and when she became 20 she
became magician leader of bryutzels by picked by grandfather by now she still on

being a magician leader but, besides her weekly duty as magician leader she
became my tutor in magic.

 

　even in the long history of Holy Van Damme Kingdom she was the first person
that became a court magician in the age of 16, it’s just a talented people that

can do that, so father was saying.

 

　My father not to mention, is the person that governing bryutzels frontier
territory and the margrave of Holy Van damme Kingdom.



　This bryutzels frontier territory is vast, when i’m entering my adulthood i’ll be
a viscount governing a small town so was i hear.

　Until then i must to train my body, learn about magic, and study for
governing the town.

 

　In this Holy Van damme Kingdom, 15 years old is an adult, , after 3 years i’ll
be 15 years old, any way i’ll pack everything i can into my brain.

 

　Back to story, now im in magic training.

　I don’t feel magical power at all.

 

「Leader Rosalian, it’s hard to feel magical power.」

「Christoph-sama’s magic is plenty, that’s why it will be felt sooner or later. I’m
too need to train for 2 week, to feel the magical power , it’s all right」

 

　So she told me gently.

 

「Anyway, please try to feel magical power anytime」

「Yes, understood」

 

　It seems that using a magic is easy just a naught.



 

　For now, i’m training to feel the magical power by meditating for 1 hour.

　・・・It’s refreshing.

 

　After magic training, it’s time for kenjutsu training, the teacher is Federer the
leader of Knight corp.

 

「The basic of swordmanship is swing. Practice swinging until it reach 100
there’s no time limit. Then, please start」

 

　I’m not good in kenjutsu.

　In the previous life too but, Christoph too not good at moving his body.

 

　The same size as adult’s wooden sword but, just 30 swing make me pant
pant resulting harsh to breathe.

 

「Waist do not move」

 



「Please swing more」

 

「Is it already the limit?」

 

　Anno~~ying~tsu!

　I’m not good with moving my body you know!

 

　If it like this it will ended in the morning.

　Take a lunch and then study about social circle and manners.

　Born in modern Japan, living until 33 years old as a commoner for me it’s
aharsh time.

　When you ask whether it’s Swordmanship or Manner which is more
troublesome, without a doubt it will be manner.

 

　Teacher of manner is chief maid Hanna.

　Manna is influental person in the shadow of bryutzels house, father seems to
be indebted to Hanna too.

　Heck, i’d bet that it’s Hanna the one that change father’s diaper.



 

「Stand straight, Look straight, and don’t look down」

 

　Hanna is more sparta than the other, 3 hours without a break of walking and
dancing lesson. It’s too much.

 

「There turn. More smooth in the turning desu」

 

　Like that 3 hours being spend but thinking like than will make it more long.

 

　・・・At last iit’s finished.

 

　From here on it will be my free time. The long awaited free time.

I had reading a grimoire so i had a little bit of knowledge about magic but, if i
can’t feel the magical energy then it won’t starting, so i’ve used the free time to

learn how to feel magical energy.

 

　Anyway, should i do meditation?

　Because of swordmanship tarining and manner lesson my HP been depleted,
while i’m resting i’ll training to feel magical energy.

|





003 : Magic

4th after the training to feel Magical Energy, somehow i had feel some magical
energy like thing.
　Because it’s Somehow i does not feel it clearly yet, but i can feel that
something warm. 
　I hope it’s not the temperature that warm.

「I’m surprised. I don’t think you could feel magical energy this fast, christoph-
sama is a genius」

　That too much praise, Leader Rosalia .
　ut it feels good to be praised. I’m the type that will get better when praised.

「Since you could feel the magical energy, the next step is to feel the body magic.
Because you already feel the magical energy, there’s no time limit to feel it」

「If it that i might already feel it?」

　I have felt the magic surrounding my body like a blood through my blood
vessels. 
　The time that i feel body magic immediately after i feel magical energy.
　It’s because i had feel something warm inside my body like the magical energy
that i feel in the surrounding.

「As expected desu. Let’s check Christoph-sama’s magic aptitude」

　Leader Rosalia letting out a ball with a diameter of 15cm from a wooden box?
And instruct me to hold it in my hand.
　I wonder if this thing just like the template that will represent your attribute in
magic by color?

　While being exhilarated the crystal in my palm were? Giving out a light, Red,



Light blue, Brown, and Green, Blue, Yellow, White, Black, gray, gold, many color
were coming out like a vortex.

「・・・This is」

　Leader Rosaria being silent while watching the crystal? She stay silent until she
moving her lips.

「Christoph-sama, it’s wonderfull. Because it’s just a simple test we need to go to
a temple in the imperial city to know it for sure but, you got a compability with
10 type of attributes!」

　What?!

　Apparently, according to the book i read it’s just 30% of the people in this
world that had aptitude for magic.
　While 70% of the people had no magic power or not. 
　70% of the people had the aptitude of non-attribute magic, though the
aptitude for non-attribute magic is uncountable.
　And so the 30% of the people that can use magic, can only use 1 type of
attributed and non-attributed magic. 
　Those who can use 4 attribute are just 10 thousand people, that writen in a
book.
　Then you could find a person between a million person that can use 5
attribute, while one in 100 million can be found using 6 attribute, then would it
be possible to use 10 attribute?

　The population in this world is unkwn but, if in this world there are 1 billion
human, and only 300 million people can use magic.
　And because 6 attribute user can only be found 1 in 100 million, then there
should be only 3 people that can use 6 attribute magic. 
　A person that can use all attribute will became a probabilty that will not
appear.



　So far Christoph has stop training magic because his weak constitution.
　Still he had a talent in magic, but they not check his magic aptitude. 
　So then this time because the aptitude has been checked it was known・・・

　It’s a happy thing doesn’t it?
　It’s good to can use many magicc isn’t it?

「I could use 6 attribute but, there’s no people in the past and history that had
the aptitude of 10 attribute magic!」
　It seems that Leader Rosalia is excited about it.
　As for me i’m calm・・・is it because this is template kind of development huh?
　 Also Leader Rosalia is a magic user with 6 attributes huh. Speaking of worth
Leaader Rosalia is a rare thing too.

「・・・Ehem. I’m a little too excited huh, my apology. If possible in the near future
you should check the aptitude in temple in the royal capital.・・・Then continuing
it from before, The power that we used is a natural phenomenon that
called『Magic』and『Sorcery』.Do you know the diffrent between『Magic』
And『Sorcery』?」

「If i’m not wrong,『Magic』using a mana to generate a natural phenomenon that
need a chant to do it. Then『Sorcery』using a prepared magic circle that will given
a mana to activate it then it will create a natural phenomenon is what i think. To
make it simple, the one that activated by a chant is『Magic』While the one that
activated through magic circe is『Sorcery』is what i recognized」

「Correct. As expected from Christoph-sama.Then if we were in a battle,『Magic』
and『Sorcery』what do you think will be easier to use?」

「I can’t say based on category, based on people though『Sorcery』will be easier
to use so am i told. It’s because『Magic』use a chant to be activated but. Several
second or several minutes that used by chanting was unused in case of
using『Sorcery』. Furthermore by using 『Sorcery』it said it will trigger a barrier
and easy to use. However 『Magic』can be used in wide range if a person can



optimized the chant『Magic』is easier to used」

「Just as you say. Christoph-sama is firmly prepared eh」

　It’s because to learn about the language I need to read many magic book.

「Then, because Christoph –sama is compatible with every magic, i’ll start
teaching you from the ice magic that i’m compatible with」

「I’ll be in your care」

「Magic chant has at least 3 keyword that required. 1st one is giving mana, 2nd
one is creating the thing in your mind, 3rd one is realize the thing that you had
imagined. 1st one is for convenience sake called as mana, it is about inner magic
and magical energy . then after you saying the keyword to control the magic and
mana transformation the ice is done .[TLN: easy way to create an ice for drinking
:v] The one that Cristoph-sama had try is chant annulment is to discard a chant ,
the more mana used the more bad the conversion rate will became so i was
told」

　I’m not looking at Leader Rosaria that been engrossed in her explanation. It
seems she is the type that devoted to magic and sorcery.

「Since i’ll show you an example, please watch it carefully」

『I devoted you a little magic, Create a little ball, destroy his thing』

　From Leader Rosaria’s Palm approximately 5cm ball of ice is appeared while it’s
launching to a tree trunk, with a loud sound the trunk now have a scar in it.
　As expected that little ice will not make the big tree turn into smitherness.
　However, seeing magic for the first time make me excited.

「Amazing!」



「The one before is a magic that called as Iceball. It’s power is low but if it aimed
at a person’s head or a beast will definitely kill them. Because Cristoph-sama has
already feel magical energy, in 1 month you can do it too i think.」
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004　No Chant

15 Year 6Month 19Day
Clerical Error
Expression of sudden　→　unepected remark

１５Year６Month２７Day
Clerical Error Number

correction

 

Here you go~ The tribute for this week~~ :3 the second will be late night or
tomorrow~~ :3

 

　

『I devoted you a little

magic, Create a little ball, destroy his thing』

　2 days after that, he

doing a training in order to chant the ice magic iceball but, this not goes well.
　Today he’s able to make an

iceball in his palm but, his magic ended before the ball finish it form.

「Christoph-sama,

Swordmanship training will begun soon you know」



　Vice leader Federa came to

call while holding his wooden sword.

「It’s difficult to activate

the magic huh」

　Being caught off guard by

Vice Leader Federa’s unexpected remark .

「I’m not good with magic,

so i don’t know what to say・・・ In Swordmaship how i moved and how will my
enemy move while imaging it we move but, in case of

magic i don’t know. I’m sorry」

　Huh, an image is important

in Swordmanship・・・ I’ve got no idea of it.
　From now on let’s add

image training into the menu.
　・・・tte, Wait a minute! Is it possibly magic need an

image too?
　・・・Chant too is a kind of image huh? There’s a

probability in it・・・Let’s try it in free time.

　From there on i try to

make an image of the enemy in my wooden sword training.
　Though, make an image

every 100 swing still far to reach.

　Manner Course somehow done



though i’ll take a little break, and then doing some magic image training.

「Thank you, Luna」

「Every onnly doing

training, i’m a little worried about christoph-sama’s health」

　Luna that put the tea is

worried about me.
　Luna is my personal maid,

she’s been working in this mansion for 5 year as my personal maid.
　It’s no help that’s she’s

worried, i’ve bedridden 1 year ago.

「it’s because at last i

could move my body, and i want a body that will immune from any illness」

　Since magic user is being

told off their long age, if i could train my body i could alive in whatever age i
have.

「The tea that Luna made is

good as always」

「Thank you very much・・・and if possible don’t work yourself too hard」

「I’ll be carefull」

　I pull a conversation to

enjoy the break.
　Luna is 5 year older than



Christoph had a big breast and a nice proportion, she is a bishoujo too so
looking at her is a delight to the eyes.

　I’ve got no memories from

before, i think it’s normal to think that there’s an incompability with my action
now.

　Allright, my break is over

and there’s no problem with my body let’s start magic image training.
　First is closing my eyes

and let my mana flow while imaging the iceball size and hardness.
　The size is 5 cm, the

hardness is・・・as hard as iron is enough

doesn’t it?
　I felt mana flow from my

body when i opened my eyes approximately a 10cm iceball were created in my
palm.

　Until this far is succes.
　Maybe because the image is

clear that the iceball is floating in the air steadily.
　when try to touch it, i

feels like a mass of ice. 

　Next is it’s flying speed.
　For now 150 km/h is okay.
　When i’m still in japan i

like baseball, i’ve seen many times of a ball that being thrown in stadium . And
speaking about that 150 km/h would be quite fast.

　Fire!



　Kyuun~tsu! ,

Dogaaatsu! 

　・・・Eh?

　Baki baki ・・・Dokkan! 

　・・・The iceball is hitting the tree but,the place that

the iceball hit had a big hole, from that hole the tree is falling down.

　Turning around Luna is

looking at me with her eyes wide open.

「・・・Christoph-sama?」

「Apparently it’s

succesfull?・・・」

　Succes is good right? The

iceball are properly flew!

「・・・I think the iceball ability is exceding

expectation though?」

　It’s not ike i’m not

thinking about it・・・
　But, the iceball is

insisted.

　・・・That’sright, it’s accelerating faster because the



hardness like an iron.
　It’s a decent power for a

steel ball that has speed of 150 km/h, if it hitting a person that person
definitely will die.

　That day, mother came from

inside because of the sound i’ve explained about the big sound and the fallen
tree, Leader Rosalia is called and i do it again in front of leader Rosalia called the
iceball.

「No chant?!」

　Ah, i just remember that i

don’t chant・・・
　I noticed it because of

the cry of Leader Rosalia , that i’m not chanting.

「Christoph is Genius in

magic ne!」

　Mother is dancing in joy.

　No chant seems a higher

skill that even Leader Rosalia can’t do.
　I did it? 

　Father that come back from

Imperial capital by a chance get a report from mother about this incident,
Father that hear about it want me to entering a Royal magic school in order to
make me became a court magician, it became a quite big commotion.
　Originally there’s a



possibility that i’ve got affinity with all attributes, father is wavering whether
to entering me or not , but because this incident my future has

determined.
　So, In Spring next year i’ll

enroll in Royal magic school.
　・・・So i’m not going to became

a viscount that will rule a little city?

　Then in order to increase

magic training Father want to lessen the Swordmanship training but, I’m able
to make the Swordmanship training continuing because i want to train my body
and at least be able to swing the sword at least 100 times.
　While i’m not aiming to

became a knight nor Swordsman, building a stamina is important and Leader
Rosalia is agreed with me.
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005　Travels 1

１５Year６Month２０Day

Correction

Magic circle isn’t applied only to a thing that had that attribute　→　Magic
circle can only be created in a thing that had the attribute

１５Year６Month２７Day

Clerical error Number Correction

 

　6 month had passed, I’m able to swing the wooden sword 100 times, Magic
too not only learning about Ice attribute Fire・Water・Wind・Soil and the basic
attribute of thunder・Darkness・From beginner to intermediate magic including
the special attribute Space-time magic.

 

　Though, because I’m still not know what my characteristic attribute, while
taking the entrance exam of Royal magic academy we will come to the big
temple to confirm it.

 

　And then i’ve try sorcery and starting to learn to create a Magic circle.

　Not just weapon, armor, and any kind of item there are a thing that called a
magic item too, it is an item that given a Magic instead of magic circle, i’ve
starting to learning about the production of magic item too.

 



　The basic thing about sorcery is to create a magic circle.

　The one who can use magic and create a magic circle is called a wizard, while
the one who can only use a magic called magician.

 

　Since magic item is magic item is widely used by a commoner, instead of
Magician Wizard is useful in many way so it’s easily remembered.

　Gold is needed in order to live.

 

　Magic circle can only be created from the person attribute.

　That mean, if a person have no aptitude in fire magic he can’t create a fire
magic circle.

　This is because, when you write the magic circle, you must to put the mana in
it, you can’t put a mana in an attribute that you’ve got no aptitude in.

 

　The item itself is okay even if it’s a commercial one, when poor craftsmen
write the magic circle that can’t withstand the mana the magic circle will break
so when choosing a magic item the person must choose it carefully.

 

　Meanwhile, i headed toward Roya magic academy to receive entrance
examination.

 

　Bryutzels Frontier territory family had a Mansion in the Capital.

　Because i was sickly instead of living in the capital the place that had good
climate is better, but basically my family was living in Capital.

　Though, just mother that accompany me to live in the frontier but, after
leaving the capital for several year she looked very happy when comeback.

 

　I had 1 big brother and 2 big sister and 1 little sister, my big and little sister



were from different mother just my big brother that from the same mother.

　Father had 2 other wife than mother but, mother is the legal wife, then the
other 2 is the 2nd and the 3rd wife.

　Maybe because it’s a good luck that only me and big brother that’s a man
and brother will became the heir as the first son, because of that there’s no need
of a dispute between wives.

 

　At the same time, it is an of course that i don’t know my sibling’s face.

 

　Brother right now is in Royal knight academy and joined in quasi knight and
after graduating will became a true knight so i heard, the eldest daughter too i
heard have joined the quasi knight too.

　The second daughter is in the 2nd grade in Royal magic Academy, when i
enroll i’ll start from the 3rd grade and now she’s living in the dorm.

　While little sister is still living in the mansion while having a tutor, when she
reached 12 year old she’ll start to enroll in Royal magic Academy.

 

　I heard there’s 15 day long travel until we reach the Capital.

　In this travel Leader Rosalia and Vice captain Federer accompany us with the
knight corp that had about 20 people in it.

　The escorts take too much person i think, but in this journey there’s a lawful
wife of a margrave so something like this is normal.

 

「Christoph, are you done with preparation?」

「Yes, Mother」

「While in travel, if you feel sick say it immediately 」



 

　It’s been more than 1 year and half since i’ve come to this world, because i’ve
got no permission to leave the mansion, this is my first outing.

　That’s why, i myself feel quite excited.

 

　This Bryunhil has a developing population but, it’s still called a frontier. [CZN:
hee~~ new knowledge is always appreciated]

　The reason maybe because to go to capital from Bryunhil travel 3 mountain,
and take the 3 steep mountain road.

　Before it must took 10 days just to overpass the mountain road, road
condition seems to be improved but, there’s seem to be many of Monster that
come out and there are a regular large scale subjugation being held.

　But, this still isn’t a safe journey because a Monster might come out.

 

　Afterall even without a mountain road Monster still come out, and in some
case bandit might attacking too.

 

　It really is a fantasy World.

 

　It will be 3 days since we leave Bryunhil and we approaching the mountain
road.

　Until now there’s neither Bandit nor Monster that attacking but, when we
approaching the Mountain Monster starting to attack.

 

「Leader Rosalia, what kind of Monster is that?」

 

「It’s a Blood Wolf. Although by itself it’s just an F rank Monster, because it’s
attacking in a group it will be troublesome a little negligence and it won’t end up



with a little scratch」

 

　It has a bigger body than a shepherd black hair and red eyes known as Blood
Wolf, it nose has an ability to sniff even from a distance location.

 

　Then there is a rank in monster, From the bottom Ｇ・Ｆ・Ｅ・Ｄ・Ｃ・Ｂ・Ａ・Ｓ・Ｅ

Ｘ to the highest.

　To enter Rank A you must subdue a large number of monster, while to enter
Rank S you must to defeat a Genius class monster. After that EX Rank will be
granted to a person that managed to defeat a Monster that became a crisis to
mankind.

　Clearly S and EX had a different criteria than Normal.

 

　The Blood Wolf that appeared is 12, while looking at it the knight will not
perceive danger while defeat it.

 

「In a monster there’s always a magic crystal in them. While you subjugating it
if you do not pull the magic crystal, the monster will became a wandering
specter, so you must take the magic crystal when you subdue it. And Magic
Crystal is an important ingredient to make a magic item, Adventurer guild and
merchant guild will buy them」

　A, as i though they also have adventurer guild.

　Fantasy world is very classic!

 

 

There~~ i've done with weekly tribute~ next thursday i've got an exam so~~~
wish me luck! and after that a week break then Exam again~~ so in the break
while i'm not studying i'll try translate more chappy~ :*
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006 : Traveling II

006　Travels 2

 

　We’ve been attacked by monsters several times in the

mountain road.
　When i ask whether the monster that attacking this much

is normal, it’s been half a month since the last subjugation is the reply i

got.
　Fortunately, Subjugation will soon carried out, if that

what happen it should be better if they done the subjugation before we
depart.

　Besides the time that Monster generate in large amount

has been confirmed moreover the subjugation will happen soon. 

　I think it’s better to make a fort garrison here and

place a soldier for in case something happen, but it seems there’s some

circumstance that doesn’t allow it.

　When you exiting the Mountain road there will be a meadow

and forest, then we arrived to the big town.
　If you compared it to Bryunhil it’s a small town but,

when you compare it to the village and settlement that we passed so far it is a
big town.

「Today we’ll stay inn this town’s inn. Because we had arrived



here we’ll soon reach the Capital but, is Christoph-sama physical condition

allright?」

　My physical condition is good, but my arse will became

stupid because of the long trip, that make me always praying to end this trip
ASAP.

　I never though that a trip in horse-drawn carriage will

hurt my arse this much.
　In the carriage there’s nothing like suspension installed

in it though it have a cushion, Comparing it to car or train in japan is like
heaven and earth. 

「My condition is allright~」

　Whether mother accustomed with travel, or she just

keeping patient, she put an okay look but in my perspective she look fatigued.

「Since we’ll stay in this village for 2 night, we’ll

depart in the 3rd day」

　I’m Saved~.
　If i remodel the suspension on the carriage, there’ll be

no need to get emergency treatment anymore. 
　Why now? 

　I mean, So long there are

a village and small settlement but, because there’s no material that i could

not make it.

「Mother, is it alright for

me to take a stroll in city?」



「That’s right, how about it

huh」

「Ma’am, Christoph-sama may

be dispirited in this long journey, how about we give him some escort so he

doesn’t go into slum area?」

　Hanna, Nice Follow!

「Allright. Hanna please arrange the escort. And Christoph

you must never ran away from the escort」

「Yes!」

　This town name is Fildes,

gaberned by earl Filiam.
　The speciality is Orange, They

say that 60% of the capital’s orange is being exported from here.

　Moreover, the forest near

here has a monster spot emerged that became their finances because the
crystal drop.

　My escort number is 4, standing

side by side in my left and right.
　To say it clearly they are annoying but they are needed

from shaking disturbing person so i walk around the town with them.

　But, to think that the first town that i explore is not

Bryunhil nor capital make me have a deep emotion of it.
　The building make of brick is pleasing my eyes as that



had a nuance of europe
　It seems this is place is not only Orange producing area

they also have many processed Orange. 
　The representative of the product must be the Orange

Juice that sold there.
　The 100% orange juice here and the orange juice i drink

in Japan before have a better sweet and sour taste, though it’s lukewarm taste
is a minus. 

　In this world there’s no custom to Cool down the drink

before, They drink it like Ale while it

warm.
　That’s why when i remodel the Warehouse in Bryunhil to a

refrigating room to cooling the drink make mother feel happy from the bottom
of her heart, Knight team begin to

dilligently patrolling the Mansion everday in order to drink the cold Ale.

　While walking around the town from time to time i see a

person that have a different kind of ear.
　That is the classic thing of fantasy world that named

kemonomimi.
　There are tail and Wing

too it seems there are a quite rare race there.

　My race is hyuman , and in this world there are many race and

person except of hyuman.
　The representative were

Beastmen and Elf, the other is Dwarf and Majin

and many more, there are various race that exist here.



　Holy Van Damme Kingdom is a country of hyuman but it’s not discriminate

other race, even if it like that it’s not even discriminate Majin.
　This is because the first

king is a japanese Hero had commanded to abolished the discrimination of
other race severely.

　But, other Country might not Not discriminate other race

like Holy Van Damme Kingdom, when you talking about this, it seems that a

Country that not discriminate other race like Holy Van Damme Kingdom is
unusual.

　An example country that had a discrimination against

other race is Holy kingdom Orion, a country of hyuman supremacy.
　Because of that Saint Orion nation is being ruled by the

pope of their religion.
　・・・Is religion should really discriminate other race

and tribe?
　I can’t understand it.

　While talking about this let’s talk about the other

continent too.
　The place i am right now is Central continent the

biggesrt out of the 4 continent, in this continent there are 4 power

that reside in it, One of it is Holy kingdom Van Damme, the other is Saint
OrionNation that i mentioned earlier, and there are Dwarf country Jegan

Republic and hyuman Country Bossam Empire .

　Bossam Empire is a Country that harsh to live in beside

for hyuman because of the discrimination,but for Jegan Empire beside of tribe
there’s no race discrimination.



　Based on waht i heard Jegan empire is excell in their

combat power production and technical capabilities.
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　When i arrived to the item

store that i had an eyes on.
　When searchin for Zabuton like cushion the store

inside became noisy.

「Pardon me・・・ tsu」

　Doka rattle rattle gashan

　A large sound being

produced inside the store there are a man that wearing heavy armor push a
girl, the girl is buried in the goods that fell from the shelf. 

「How dare a dirty Slave

like you touch my Sword, What if you defiled my important sword?　Aaa!」

　The big man seems to be a

knight though, he seems to use a practical used armor.
　Probably he is an adventurer or a mercenary.
　The girl that person push looks about 10 years old

dressed in a single peace of cloth, the collar in her neck indicating that she is a
Slave.

　The big man kicking the girl in her abdomen repeatedly.
　While the girl raising her voice. 
　The girl seems to be

unconcious being repeatedly kicked. More than

this the girl will die someone must stop this, is what i think but the cler stay still
and there were no one that stop this. 
　The reason is whether they afraid of the big man or they



don’t care about the slave.

「Isn’t that enough already? More than that she’ll die you

know」

　Since there’s no one that

stop it i voicing my complain.
　It’s not like i care about

what happen to other people but, i just don’t like seeing a 10 years old kid

dying because violence from a big man.
　This Holy kingdom Van

Damme is free of Discrimination but Slave are being treated like a thing.
　Even a Slave is a person is what everyone know, but they

don’t give them treatment like that.
　I don’t oppose Slavery.
　But, i think the way of thinking them like a thing must

to be improved.
　Well, there’s no

choice to think like that but i should clean up the thing in front of me.

「What the heck is this brat」

　He should know from my clothes and Escort that i am a

noble・・・

「I am a brat huh?・・・Then, you are idiot」

「What did you say!」

　The big man lift my collar.
　What the heck is this idiot template like



movement is.
　When dealing with a noble one wrong doing is suicidal

that ever adult should now already this big man is an idiot that want to do a

suicide huh.

　Indeed being gripped in my collar is hurt, Letting out a

Lightning Attribute Magic Stun to the big man make the gripping hand being

loosened and naturally i fell down in my arse.
　・・・Escort what are you doing?

「Ita tatata , Levis, catch this person and hand

him over to the guard.」

　In my word the escorts surround the big man.

「What the heck you guys?! I’m a rank B Adventurer wanna fight me huh?」

　The big man hand became useless because the effect of stun,

Because of his ressistance i’m letting out 1 more stunt into his muscle,

because of that there’s not much effort to apprehend him.

「I don’t know who you are but, because you attacked a

noble you’ve got to received Punishment」

「Wha, What did you say!」

「Levis, tell this person his charge」

「Yes! Using a abusive language to a noble Christoph-sama, based

on his sin he need to received a capital punishment」



「Ca, Capital Punishment you

say? I didn’t do anything?!」

「Now, You just did just as

Levis say. Did i use a Slave collar? Look at my appearance, Look at the

Escort,even with that you attacked me you know?」

「I don’t know that kind of think! Don’t kid with me!」

「Annoying, Shut up!・・・Shoop keeper, this girl is your Slave? 」

　While kicking the big man’s Face, this store shop keeper like person

talking.

「ye, yes. It is degozaru 」

「Why, Didn’t you stop this guy violence?」

「I, I’m sorry 」

　The shopkeeper that were being flustered can’t make a good reply.

「Heal this girl immadiately」

「tha, that is・・・」

　This world have a healing magic but, it need an enourmous amount of

money so Slave
that being healed is a little.
「Shoop keeper, I have a consultation about a thing, I’ll do the healing

so can you give that girl to me?」



「ye, yes, that is of course I will. If she left like that without being

treated she will die so I’ll leave her to you with no

charge. 」

「Christoph-sama, is it alright to do this without confirmation of your mother?」

　Whisper Levis.
　Levis is the knight squad leader, he’s ikemen.
　Because he is an ikemen because me in my previous life is unpopular he

is my enemy!
　Putting aside the joke, I’ll solve the problem about being gripped by

the big man and can’t move later. 
　Well, because the person that know my power just 1 it’s better to leave

it.

「In this condition she need an emergency treatment. I’ll persuade mother to
forgive you of the post-report later・・・Shop

keeper, hurry up and call the guard.」

　The shop keeper forsake his shop and dash out of the shop door.

　All right then, let’s does it for this

girl.
　If she dies then it doesn’t make sense to help her.

「High Heal」

　I could invoke magic without letting out a voice but, to

make it look natural i invoke the magic name.
　The girl body is wrapped by a thin light while i get the

feeling of my mana being sucked.



　High heals are an intermediate light magic attribute,

this high heal can heal even internal organ so it should be fine now.

　The clerk has come back while brought the guard with him.
　Then the insolent behavior that he did to me had being

told, the punishment has been choosed

based on the testimony the big man excecution is finalized.
　Based on what he did to me it’s too much for excecution

because i’ve got no big injury is what other people must be thinking, But if this
big man alive he will do semothing like that again, For the people and for the
good he must repent his sin.
　I have no tolerance for this type of fellow.

「Captain-san, about this Slave, for the price treatment i

took her over. I would like Captain-san to be the witness for it」

「Understood, this Kajil,

will accept the duty」

　The guard Captain name

seems to be Kajil.
　When he realized that i am

from bryutzel margrave family been panic since earlier.
　Well, it’s simply because Bryutzel

margrave is from great nobility, this thing will be abig problem because of

captain clumsiness of course he’s in panic.

　For changing the ownership of the Slave we must to go to

commercial guild but, the girl stay in unconscious state.



　There’s no choice but to go back to inn and let her sleep

but, i’m getting chewed by mother there.
　Though, the one that get chewed by mother is me because

of my action she didn’t say anything to the Slave girl because she is cute and
there’s a feeling to take care of her.

　Is That All right mother!
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008 : Cushion

- 
The girl slave name was Filia.
I heard it after she was puzzled after waking up in an unknown room and above
the bed.
Because the one who told her the story was Hanna, I don’t have any trouble.

Then when I asked Levis who guard me about yesterday incident, as expected「It
was needless for us to interfere because we knew that Christoph-sama could
beat that big man」so he says nonchalantly.
This Levis is one of my swordsmanship tutor, so he already knew my power.
Ikemen dashi you should get a divine punishment!

「Ma, Master, Thank you for your help. I’m known as Filia」

This time, because there’s nothing to think about the violence Filia receive, don’t
want to think it ceremoniously but, Filia was so happy that she was wagging her
tail.

By the way Lilia is a dog beastman and she has beast ears and a tail.

「I am Chrishtoph. Not master Call me Christoph. And how about your
condition?」

「Thanks to you there’s no place that hurts. Christoph-sama」

Since Filia answer it firmly, because she can read and write already she just
needs more education, when I asked about the reason why she became a slave
,apparently her father was a merchant and killed by a mamono and she became
in debt so she became a slave in order to pay the debt.

It’s a very known pattern huh.



This is the lightweight of life in Fantasy world.

Even slaves, Bryutzels margrave house’s servant like Hanna and Luna at the same
time knew about my circumstance and learned to become my private maid but,
because mother made Filia a dress doll Filia wilted. 

The next day, when I went to the town I’ve got 6 escorts accompany me.
It increased because it was Hanna’s order.
I heard she increased the escort to keep an eye on me as not to cause trouble! 

Today without any incident, I’ve succeeded in shopping.
Let’s hurry up and go back to the inn and create the magic circle.
With this my arse will survive until we arrive at the Capital.

This time, there’s 4 people in the carriage Mother and Chief maid Hanna and Me
and my personal maid Luna, there are 2 other maid, 6 attendant, 33 knight, and
3 magician that is the formation of the travel, in my carriage Mother and Hanna
and luna riding together.
This time, I brought Filia so Filia will ride together with us until we reach capital.
It’s a matter of course but, filia was thankful for not being left alone
Like a small animal so cute.

The carriage that we’ve been using is a noble carriage that was luxuriously made
to have big space that even if there are 5 people in it, it was still comfortable.
and then the magic circle that I create in cushion is working.
I create a vibration absorption magic circle in the cushion.
I was praised by mother because of it.
Mother is the same as always stroking me like a cat.

At least, I’ve made it for everyone in the carriage already but, it seems the
retainers wanted them too.
However, For the knight that are riding horses as expected I don’t prepare it,
they seem to pretty envious of the carriage squad retainers.



「Like always Christoph-sama has an interesting way of doing things ne~」

「It’s because the teacher was good. Rosaria dancho」

「I don’t do anything you know」

「Though, I think it will sell whether it's in the Capital or in Bryunhil」

Federa fuku dancho came and talked about profit but, this kind of magic item
would be imitated quickly.
Still, before it’s imitated, let’s think about selling it in a big amount.

When we’ve arrived in capital’s mansion we went to greet father in his office
room.

「You’ve come, was the journey tiring?」

While Father was hugging mother, he hugged me too but I’ve pulled myself a
little but, that is the proof of him loving me so I'll forgive him.

「In the middle, I've heal my arse so, it’s alright」

「Arnest, Christoph made a very helpful cushion. Because of that in the last spurt
it became a lot more comfortable」
「Hou, is that so? I want to see that cushion too now」

When showing father the cushion he sat on it and then father feel admire.
This cushion's true value is when it is in a carriage to absorb the vibration but it’s
nice to sit on too.
With such feels of surprise, selling the item has decided, I had a feeling that
these parents forgot about my examination.

And when I’m talking about Filia to Father if I say I could manage the
responsibility it’s alright to take her in.



after that we had dinner with the family after a long time but, in here there are
my other family’s face.

Eldest Son and Daughter were in the knight academy dorm, while the 2nd
daughter in royal magic academy dorm who I see is my little sister and the 3rd
daughter Antoinette and the 2nd wife Freesia-san, and the 3rd wife Annerose-
san it’s those 3.

Because everyone here knew that I had no memories before my 11 year they’re
not suspicious of my behavior, my little sister Antoinette I remember she had
read a book for me had a sad facial expression.

 

 



009 : Great Temple

- 

　The Capital is really big.

　I had experience living

in the capital but, because I’ve got no memory of it when I’m asked to

sightsee the Capital it was allowed only after the exam.

　However, we needed to

confirm my magical capacity in a large temple before we go to the entrance
exam, to at least be prepared like if you want to go to royal castle while the
carriage being prepared.

　From what I heard we needed at least 20 minutes to reach the great temple.
　It’s kinda late but this world's time is the same as Earth.
　It’s not all the same, 1

day is 24 hour, 1 week is 7 days, 1 month is 30 day, 1 year is 12 month as 360

day.
　It’s a calendar that was

determined by the summoned hero so I was told.

　Bryutzels Frontier territory

is in the far south of Holy kingdom Van Damme so it’s 1 year long warm
climate, but the Imperial Capital had a 4 season change transition.
While in a little north of the Capital there’s a

territory that snow always piles up, while in the capital there’s snow fall but
not so much that it will make it pile up.
　This is Holy calendar year



512 month 2 so it’s winter season,

the light snow were gathering in the temple.
　This time the one who

accompanied me is An（Antoinette nickname）and her mother Freesia-san.
　Of course, Mother is coming

too.

　This country’s custom is

when a noble kid reaches their 10th birthday they will go to temple to check
their ability.
　In other words An the one who is 3 year younger than me is going to check her
ability too.

　In the capital even in the

commoner area there are plenty of big building but, though there were not a
single house for a person, because of the high population in the capital those
high building is an apartment like building for accommodating them.
　I think the buiding was made of stone or brick, kinda like the image of a
european city.

「Chris-niisama, that is the great temple desu」

「If it could be seen from

this distance it must be a big building darou ne」

「The Great temple is very large

desu」

　The lovely 10 yeas old An was looking at the great temple from the clouded
windows of the horse drawn carriage.
　It must be hard for the



coachman because of the snow, because this is a job please bear with it.

　It still pretty far from

the Great temple but, because of it large size the blue roof became visible.
　Even from this snow the

blue roof still stand out.
　As we got closer the whole

picture of the great temple became visible though, as expected of the building
that called the Great Temple, the building drew a line of magnificence between it
and the other building surrounding it.

　The great temple had a

size as big as a castle, the white walls and the blue roof had a feeling of
Holiness in it was what I thought.

「Long time no see.

Bishop-sama」

　Mother give her greeting

on behalf of us, so I and An co. also bow.
　Certainly that a Bishop is

lower than an Archbishop but it still a high social standing.
　Well, Bryutzel margrave is also a large aristocratic house so someone like a
bishop class to come out is not surprising.
　This bishop-sama had a

white hair and a bend hip, if he wasn't not wearing a suit like a priest he would
not recognizable as a priest.

「kore wa korewa , Cecilia-sama is as beautiful as in the past」

　It’s a polite speech but,



mother indeed is beautiful.
　She will become 38 this

year but, no matter how you look at it she looks like she is in her late 20s・・・
It’s a mystery of women.

　We finished our greetings, ended

the idle chit chat and at last we will perform『Honorable Mind Ceremony』for
me and An.
　This『Honorable Mind Ceremony』performed was to measure individual ability,
it’s a sacred ritual that can be called by its name.

　It’s a classic thing in

fantasy world but, because there’s no one that had an Apraisal skill『Honorable
Mind Ceremony』is an important ritual.

 

　Following bishop-sama

through we came to a room that was not so large but had a mysterious and
magnificent feeling.
　There’s something in the

center of the room, first I'm going to the something in the center of the room
by the order of bishop-sama.

　In the center there’s a slate and a pedestal to support it, the slate is somewhat
shining.
　Then in the slate there

are a word that bisshiri write down in there while Bishop-sama proceeding to
walk in until he came in front of the slate.

「This slate is a holy relic



that god left de gozaimasu」

　Holy relic?
　I’m not familiar with

religion but in Christian something that left behind by Christ and Virgin mary is
called a relic is what i think.

「When Christoph-sama put

your hand in this plate there’ll write the ability that you’ve been gifted by god」

「is this plate only in

here?」

「hohoho, there are 3 other slate like this gozaimasu. Each of them have been
enshrined in the temple in the 4 continent, and used the same as here. Oh,
that’s right. Please be at eased this plate will not expose Christoph-sama’s
ability. We priest had pledge to god that everything in this room is treated with
confidentially and pledge to not revealing anything」

　There just 4 in this world

huh.
　and there’s a duty of

confidentiality huh.

「and the simplified version

of this slate has been used in church and adventurer guild for application. Ho
hohoho」

　Nanto, there also

something like this in a adventurer guild huh.
　This rare thing really is

worshipped huh.



　・・・what the hell is this

slate

 

 



011 : Prodigy

　

　Being amazed by seeing me ,who was in a dazed seeing my own status plate,
Bishop-sama call me.

「Is there any problems?」

　I had a feeling that this

thing should not be known!
　What should I do!?

　・・・I see! I think it was written【Physical Growth】【Magic Growth】【Attribute
Aptitude】【Title】are able to be hidden!
　It’s possible・・・・・・・・Yosh, Done!

「Christoph-sama, what happened?」

「No, there’s nothing

happening」

　While feigning ignorance I showed Bishop-sama the status plate.

 

　＝＝＝Status＝＝＝

【Name】Christoph Von Bryutzels
【Race】Hyuman
【Gender】Male
【Date of Birth】Sacred Calendar５００year１month１day



【Social Status・Occupation】Bryutzels Margrave second

son
【Stamina Growth】Normal
【Magic Growth】King Class
【Attribute Aptitude】
　Void ：King Class
　Fire ：King Class
　Water ：King Class
　Wind ：King Class
　Earth ：King Class
　Ice ：King Class
　Thunder ：King Class
　Light ：King Class
　Darkness ：King Class
　Space-Time ：King Class
【Title】None
【Punishment and Reward 】None

　The Spirit and God Class

statuses were all changed to King Class, and the characteristic Attribute
erased.
　In addition Miko title was also erased.
　Even this is a high spec

status but, it’s better than the real one.

　In my knowledge it’s

only known that Hero Class and Overlord class are the strongest but there’s
another class that overpower it like Spirit Class and God Class if that became
known it’ll became a massive commotion.
　I feel that if it King

Class as long there’s talent it could be achieved. 



　Are? Bishop-sama’s hand is

trembling?

「Genius desu!」

「huh?」

「Christoph-sama is a prodigy in magic I say!」

　What’s this Bishop

talking about!
　Is king class big enough to

make such noise?
　Or is it because of the all

attribute aptitude?

　Bishop-sama’s voice made

Mother who stood in the back attracted. And・・・

「How Genius could this

Lineage be!」

「Christoph-niisama, amazing

desu!」

「Ma~,Ma~, this much King

Class would make Bryutzel's house steady」

　It’s because of the King

Class huh・・・As I thought it’s good that I could hide the Spirit Class and God



Class.
　If the make this much

noise only because of King Class what will happen if they see my real status・・・

　And Freesia-san why did it

became steady?

「It seems that

Christophe-sama still has not heard of it so let this Betlett Von Oily tell you
about it」

　Yes, please.
　So Bishop-sama’s name is

Betlett Von Oily huh.
　Heck, he’s a nobility from

a territory?

「Christoph-sama【Magic Growth】that had King class as for now only Rozaria Von
Excell was known to have had it. To make it simple in this entire continent there
was just one person that had it」

　oooooo, I always thought that Rozaria-dancho was a great person, but she
was!.

「Even after a decade after

Rozaria-dono appeared there were none that had King Class. And【Attribute
Aptitude】too but, all magic aptitude and King-Class for all of them too even in
the past that thing never existed even if it Yuusha-sama it’s impossible thing」

　e, e~ is that so・・・

「In general there are 70% of people



that have magic while 70% those are a

person that have a void attribute magic. And except the person that had non
attribute magic the person that hold attribute magic aptitude are 30% while
there are a void attribute magic but the person itself only have 1 atribute
aptitude. Then even if there is a person that has many of attribute aptitude
there’s a weakness in each of it and having all attribute as King Class is an
impossible thing!」

　I mean, all attribute aptitude

had already been known by Rozaria-dancho’s crystal, even the King Class I was
thinking about how many that have that class, but it seems having many King
Class was outrageous・・・

「Even the Yuusha in the

legend have an Overlord Class Light attribute while the others had everything
as intermediate Class. Certainly King Class is under Overlord Class, but in the first
place the Overlord Class was confirmed because of the Yuusha itself as the
strongest class ever, there are other King Class in Yuusha-sama’s status and it
was deemed as the best too. The people in the past that have King-Class is the
best desushi, Rozaria-dono too have a King Class Ice magic, while the other had
Junior or Intermediate Class」 )

　So he says that desu!
　I mean, Bishop-sama is it

alright to reveal Rozaria-dancho’s status like that?
　A, is it alright to

publish other person's information in public・・・

「e~tto, what should I do?」

「It will be a fuss if it is



publicized・・・」

「I’ll consult to Arnest

when we go back to the mansion. Eveyone, don’t reveal anything about this
information okay」

　After that An’s『Okokoro no gi 』was sloppy・・・I think i’ve done something bad
to An.
　Though, I’m seeing An’s

status plate firmly you know!
　An’s【Stamina Growth】and【Magic Growth】both strong,【Attribute Aptitude】is
Thunder・Void・Wind・Light。
In other words Triple.

　4 attribute named Triple

is weird you say?
　About that you know, Void

attribute is aptitude with everyone, it’s normal to count it besides of Void
attribute you know・・・even if I do this kind of

thing because I don’t know about the thing that Bishop-sama is talking about it
will became a fuss・・・

　When coming back to the house

Father will make a fuss too but, it’s because of my lack of information that this
kind of thing is happening.
　It will became a politic

kind of conversation but it’s a thing about me though there’s no determined
outcome from it.

　Well, all aptitude magic



with all of it King Class I became something like walking ultimate weapon and
the conversation became other country’s power balance it’s subtle talk.

　What will happen if I say

that it truthfully is a Spirit Class and God Class?

　I learned about it later but

apparently if a person had even 1 Yuusha or King class they deemed as Prodigy
or Genius.
　And Emperor Class and

Overlord Class is Yuusha level even a Yuusha itself that have Overlord Class is a
rare existence that in the past there’s only 2 Yuusha that have had it.
　Spirit Class and God Class

seems to be in a realm of God.
　・・・Because it’s general information that many people know about it so it’s
rarely written in a book・・・

 



Filia Side 1

- 　

 

　My name is referred as Filia.

 

　I am a slave in Filz a city that is being governed by Earl Filiam but, one day I
touched the sword that a male adventurer with a big body had suddenly the
male adventurer with a big body started to attack me.

　While I was thinking about what should I do if it continues then I will die, I’ve
lost my consciousness.

 

　When I woke up I’m already atop of a bed and in a room like that in the past I
has when I lived with my father and mother.

　The slave I am sleeping in a bed is impossible, once again I buried myself atop
of the comfortable bed while thinking that I’ve died, and let go of my
consciousness.

 



　And once I woke up again, this time an unknown middle aged woman that
wore maid clothes was looking at my face.

　While shocked my body is awaken but, that woman let my body lie in bed
again, while in that position I told her about my past.

 

　It’s okay to refer to maid-san as Hanna-san, she introduced herself as a maid
that serves the Bryutzels Margrave house.

　Thus she told me that the one who saved me is Bryutzels margave’s second
son Christoph-sama, at first it was hard to comprehend what is she talking about
but.

 

　I’m a slave so I’m not a person, I’m a thing.

　That thing is noble-sama is, moreover it’s a big noble from bryutzels
margrave clan that save me and give me a treatment it’s impossible.

 

　I’ve know it myself but my wound should be a serious one, to heal it it should
use large amount of money that I myself know.



　Thus a noble that used a large amount of money to heal a Slave's injury is
none.

　It’s because a broken thing is better off being thrown away・・・

 

「Ma, Master, for helping me thank you very much. My name is Filia」

 

　The one who receive the Slave that have a big wound and treat that is
Christoph-sama the one who has beautiful blond hair and white and beautiful
skin and a very beautiful face.

　I’ve never seen a person that as beautiful as him.

 

「I am Christoph. Not master call me Christoph. And how about your
condition?」

 

「Thanks to you there’s no place that hurt. Christoph-sama」

 



　While pounding in my heart will I beaten or scolded when calling a big noble
using his name, Christoph-sama using his smile saying thank goodness.

 

 

　That day, Christoph-sama asking me why am I became a Slave, what kind of
things can I do, I'm talking about everything without anything to hidden.

 

「For a while you need to follow Hanna and get education as a maid okay. Until
you became full-fledged you’ll be my personal apprentice maid.」

 

　Even though I'm a slave I became a maid, Christoph-sama had a little distant
way of thinking.

 

「Yes, I assent your wish」

 

　Christoph-sama burst into laughter.



 

「Don’t be too stiff like that. Relax a little more」

 

　When being told to relax I shouldn’t do something like that and be troubled
but, Christoph-sama say「Lessening the power in your shoulder is alright」.

　Then added「Keep it a secret from Hanna」.

 

　I heard it from Hanna but, Christoph-sama was born sickly until 11 years old
he was bedridden and had several times has his heart stopped because of his
weak physical condition and because of that his personal maid is trained strictly
so they could comprehend any kind of problem.

 

　Thus when I heard that he lost his memory until 11 years old I was surprised.

　Soon Christoph-sama will be 13 years old but, he only had his memory that
has a length of 1 and a half years.

　It’s a very sad thing.



　If I am in that state I wouldn’t be able to stay in that kind of bright behavior.

　To not let anyone know about that Christoph-sama wore a big smile to his
surrounding.

 

　This time, I still do not know what i could do but, I think I must protect
Christoph-sama!

 

　Don’t you worry about losing your memory, after I asked that to Christoph-
sama himself, Christoph-sama don’t think too much about it and instead
thinking of it negatively, what I should do from now on kind of postive thinking is
more usefull is what he told me. He’s a strong person Desu.
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012 : Entrance Examination 1

- 　

　There’s a Royal Magic

academy and Royal Knight academy in Sacred Van Damme Kingdom.

　Both are schools that

opened for commoners and nobles in order to ensure excellent human
resources in the Imperial Capital, furthermore there are scholarships that ensure
that the talented individuals are free of boarding and tuition fee, in hopes of
ensuring them to be more focused on studying.

　The only place that uses this special system is Sacred Vandamme kingdom,
while the other countries use their families.
　Thus the one who introduced this system was the yuusha that was known as
the first king of this kingdom, that has been passed down for generation.

　Of course, the one that

receiving this treatment can either choose to work for the kingdom for certain
period of time, or refund the money while working in they chosen occupation.
　The one who used this

scholarship system is a talented people, thus at that time if they work in the
country they’ll became a plus in the country, while if he chooses to work in
another occupation becauese the one that they grew is a talented person for
Sacred Vandamme Kingdom it will help the country progress it will all

became a plus.

　Basically the ones who

graduate from Royal Knight academy will either work in knighthood or military,
while the graduates of Royal magic Academy will become court magician in the



country.
　Besides that they’ll serve

their hometown nobility, the prospects of those 2 school are many.

　This years student

capacity for Royal magic Academy is up to 300 people, because there are 588

people, it has a scale of 1.96 times than the capacity.

「The written exam will

accomodate about the Kingdom’s history, arithmetic, and national language.
The time limit is 50 minutes while the break time is 10 minute if you finish it
before the time limit it’s okay to leave your seat. However, during the test it does
not allowed one to reenter the class. The first test is Kingdom History – World
history.

Now, the exam start」

　The simple explanation ended and the exam began.
　In the morning there’s a written

exam, while in the afternoon there’s a practical exam.

　Because from the start

that I transferred here I read many books about history so history became

my forte.
　It might get nearly a perfect score.

　The following arithmetic

test I’ve learned from modern japan for me it’s just a piece of cake, I think this
is too must’ve been nearly a perfect score.
　Next is National language

but, I’ve read history book and magic book and many kinds of books so it must



in the level of perfect score. 

　Father says I’ll get a

viscount peerage when I reach adulthood, if I do it poorly I will became a
useless person that only receives the payroll.
　I should watch father

carefully so that kind of thing will not happening is what I think but, until now
there’s still big sister that I haven’t meet so I can’t be assured.
　That’s why as the first

step from independece I’ll use Royal magic academy.

　That’s why, I’ll use the

best of my power to get fullscore. 

　Though, I don’t want to

get myself in the center of attention.

　I’ve completed all 3 subjects in 30 minutes after reviewing it so to give another
candidate pressure I’ve let them see my easy expression while leaving the venue,
I felt a killing

intent in the 3rd time though.
　It is to ensure my top 10

in the entrance exam it’s not cowardly way of do thing it’s just a way of

bussiness.
　Of course, I’ve had no

intention of cheating nor using a scapegoat to get a top result!
　It’s just a story about the

person that have the knowledge.

　After the noon break it’s



time for the afternoon practical exam.
　Because the order is from

the Noble’s child first, I’ve got an early turn so I had heard.

「It’s irritating for a

lowly birth to get included in the nobility’s exam」

　When the time of noon

break almost over I heard the rich noble groups talk.

「Mattaku desu!Especially Warner-sama like marquis to get a test at the same
palce as the commoner, what did the teachers think?!」

　It should be what are you

guys thinking?
　Entering the entrance

exam without knowing this Royal magic Academy tradition?
　These guys must be retards?

　This Royal magic academy

tradition is without discrimination against race nor identity.
　I hear that half of the

graduates of this academy is from commoner class.
　You must feel ashamed when

you guys don't graduate from this academy as excellent students.
　Because there are is a different between commoner and noble’s basic
education, even if they had the advantage , if they’ve passed it will bring a
shame.
　A, even before that

whehter they enrolled or not is unknown.



　I look at the stupid noble

and the 4 stupid richy like looking at filth.
　The stupid richy is

bakabon. 

「n? Don’t you think so too?」

　Because they’ve see me

they think I'm the same kind as them, so I’ve pretended to not see.
　I tell them so they don’t

see me as the same as them.

「This school tradition

should be no discrimination against race nor identity. Don’t you all get the
wrong school entrance exam? Even now it’s okay to drop off the admittance
exam and enjoy your world of superiority complex of yours you know」

「What did you say!」

　My theoritical proposal made the face of the 4 set bakabon deep red and stand
up at the same time as the chair fell down, while I had an illusion of suburb
surrounding.

　The 4 people surround me.
　What a nasty thing.
　Did they became like this

because of their parents power?
　On the other hand be a

teacher! 

「Did you know I am from Brennan

marquis house?」



「I’m sorry but, because I’m

a villager I don’t have a marquis acquintance」

「so that「That’s why don’t talk to me 」Kissama!」

　I don’t want to think

about this bakabon and friends~

　In those 4 bakabon one of

them that has a big body and an appearance like a pig lift up my collar.
　If my clothes get even a

little torn I’ll have you reimburse it you know.
　I mean, without even

clarify my identity doing something like this is a self destruct.

「Oi, do you think you’ll

get off easily after insulting marquis Brennan-sama?」

　What’s this, are you

yakuza? Heck, you guys are just thugs!

 

TN: I HATE THIS KINDA CLIFF!!!! But i’m tired... so...

ja~~ ne~~
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「Oi, do you think you’ll

get off easily after insulting marquis Brennan-sama?」

　What’s this, are you

yakuza? Heck, you guys just thugs!

　Now then, what should I do?
　Incapacitated these guys is

easy, if I do that then I must to say goodbye to my admission.

「Could you release it. It’s

because the clothes will wrinkle」

「You bastard!」

　Freckles Pig swung his

hand trying to punch me.
　I wonder should I let

them punch me 1 time.
　With that I could use selfdeffense deffense as my excuse to make them feel
hell.

「Stop it!」

　A girl tried to stop him



but, Freckles pig’s punch was not stopping and hit my face completely.
　To tell you the truth the

punch that was not using the hips did not hurt nor itch, at least lets pretend to
feel pain.

「What the he・・・Dorothy-sama?!」

　Brennan Marquis Warner used ‘sama’ while calling, it must mean that this girl
had a superior position.

「Don’t you think it’s

cowardly to surround 1 person!」

　Because of the girl’s

threatening Warner of the Brennan Margrave’s family cringing, and tried to
leave the place while bowing his head several times.

「You there with a big body,

why don’t you apologize after hitting this person and trying to leave?」

　Freckles Pig getting threatened by a girl’s glare is a surreal scene huh.
　Freckles Pig glare at me

while saying「Sorry」that only word and hurriedly left the place.

╯︵ ┻━┻. WHERE IS MY RAGE MOMENT?!)

「Are you alright?」

「yes, I'm alright」

　The strong girl that was called Dorothy was calling me.



　What is it huh, if it

template kind of pattern I should be falling in love right?
　I only get a punch・・・

　Well, I’m not that

interested in flat chested girl though.
　tte, why did you stare?!

　For the time, let’s set a

time bomb on that freckles Pig so he can’t move in the practical exam.
　I’ll pay you back from the

punch. 
　When yout hit back!
　It’s like a drama TV’s

line but, I'll pay you back TWICE!

　that day, in the time I took a break someone talk to me.

「You, have the courage huh.

But got beaten・・・」

　Black hair and black eyes

it’s a girl.
　But, the chest just a

little bit grow, while the face had a little japanese cuteness.

　In this world black eyes

and hair isn’t that rare.
　The hero that has been

summoned is several times no dozen of times is japanese, so that’s why their
descendant will have the same black hair and eyes.



「not particularly it’s just

what I am I think. And it’s not only get beaten」

「fu~n, I am Karla Von dachi. Will attend this Royal magic school i think we will
meet again though for once i should introduce myself to Yuusha-kun」

　Bokukko has come! 

「what is Yuusha

-kun ?」

「at least that fools are

from big nobles,and the one who can says stupid to those fools are Yuusha -
kun only you know 」

「High ranking noble is

fool, even you can say yourself Yuusha doesn’t it?」

「There’s no such thing you

know. I’m that stupid to say it face to face. A, practical exam will starting.

Could you tell me your name?」

　A, i still not say my name

huh.

「I am Christoph von

bryutzels. Bryutzels margrave second son desu」

　When i finished my

introduction the practical exam bell ringing, Karla say「see you later」and then



run.

　Now then, i should go too.
　Tentatively, Bryutzels

margrave also a high ranking noble so i should be called early.

　Then, the one who called

first is the freckles pig that punch me and the one who stop it flat chest
dorothy.
　When i see it with eyes of

mentality, ara surprising! Royal family huh. The one who called 3rd princess.

　Princess Dorothy called

first and go to another room, and come back several minutes later.
　Practical test have 4

examiner that being scored by magic that triggered by chant or magic
formation.

　The next one called is

that bakabon Brennan Marquis Warner.
　Is he allright without his

follower?
　could he walk alone? 

　While thinking about

something stupid bakabon came back and my name was called.

「The next one is Christoph

von Bryutzels」

　Royalty, marquis bakabon



and the next is margrave that is me huh.
　I wonder why did the hall

became noisy?
　A, bakabon’s followers

face became blue. 
　It would be so, after all

they hit margrave’s household that is me.
　There’s no way that

bakabon will help you you know.

　When i want to walk out of

the hall, Princess dorothy were staring at me, while the bakabon glaring at
me・・・just ignore ignore them!

　When passing the room

there are 4 person sitting in teh bossy attitude.

「Excuse me. It’s Christoph

von bryutzels」

「Christoph-kun, please

stand in the center」

　The youngest ost likely

male examiner instruct me to stand .

「Now please show your magic

or sorcery. Is alright to show just the magic you good at but, if it an attack
magic please release it to the doll in that place. Because this place had advanced
level barrier just please used you fullpower」



「With all due respect, i

think Advanced level barrier could not withstand my attack magic, is it
allright?」

「hahaha, did you seriously

say it? Our prided school barrier is a barrier that a master release you know?

It’s allright」

　While the face is smiling,

the eyes are not. 
　I thought when youngling

had took a wrong road the elderly will correct it is good but, the other 3
carefully supervisioning.

「Ha~, then i’ll let it all

out without holding back」

　For now, because i think it will be dangerous for the

one who stand in the other side of the wall i confirm it with eyes of mentality
then.
　Even if it destroy the

building it’s not my fault alright. It’s because you told me to do it okay.
　Because Fire and Water’s

clean up will be troublesome, i’ll hit it with light magic attribute『Sun Ray』.

「・・・Sun・Ray」

　Letting out Mana from the

shadown of my palm, converge a light to fire and letting out laser from my
hand. 
　I’ve read it in a book



that the past Yuusha is not having a close quarter magic but a long distance
magic it have a power of King class magic.
　However, because it is

difficult to use it’s hardly ever used.

　It’s an of course but, a

barrier such as advanced level could not whitstand『Sun Ray』, behind the
destroyed barrier there’s a hole from the sunray that melted the wall of the 3
room. 

　Because of this event

practical exam are halted and the date will changed while i got called into the
principal’s room.

「Do you have any word to

say?」

「Yes, i had say that a mere

Advanced level barrier wouldn’t whitstand my magic but, examiner-dono do
not hear what i say and tell me to go all out and it was the result of it, i don’t
think i have a fault in there」

「Is that so, the examiner

had・・・」

　Whatever it is, if you

judge a person based on his appearance you’ll get a big injury you know.
　But please think about

this incident’s as the fault of young examiner and the teachers.
　I think it’s a good

experience for the young examiner.



　I think it’s the principal

but, black hair with white hair mixed in it and his faces wrinkled had the
atmosphere of a person that had a hardship.
　That principal had heard my

testimony and seeing the face of the attendant next to his.
　This women was there so

she probably confirmed my testimony.

「Alright understood, this

incident the examiner and teachers had their fault in it too so i will left it
unquestioned. It’s alright to leave」

　when i’m leaving the

principal’s office the principals that held his head was impressive.
　And so with that my

entrance examination has finished.
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　The admission test had ended

and so I enjoyed morning freedom・・・Or not, Father was really mad at me.
　Apparently half of the

school’s repair cost was given to father.
　hahaha, tehe pero. 

　So as to say now I am under house arrest and can’t go sightseeing the capital
　I somehow feel is's unreasonable but, the always gentle father was angry so I
decided to follow it.

　And the freckles pig-kun

that punched me seems to have fallen before the practical test so he couldn’t
do the test.



　Then about him punching me, the

second son of the Bryutzels margrave, freckles pig-kun’s house will determine

it was what I thought but at least he don’t get death penalty so it must be
some punishment that was equal to that , Fahter said with a delighted face「Is
that so」when he got the report・・・it seems he is doing something in the back.

　Because I’ve got nothing

to do so let’s manufacture the cushion that I make before.
　The cushions themselves were

purchased by the merchant that accustomed to Bryutzels house, it was
accepted as a magic item so it was a simple transaction.

　This sacred Vandamme

Kingdom’s currency's name is shem currency coin that was used.
　This shem currency is used

in every country so money changer was not needed in this place.
　Shem currency’s value

seems to be like this.

　Copper Coin １Shem
　Large Copper coin--- １０Shem
　Silver Coin １００Shem
　Large Silver coin-１，０００Shem
　Gold coin-- １０，０００Shem
　Large gold coin-１００，０００Shem
　White Gold coin--- １，０００，０００Shem
　Large white gold coin-- １０，０００，０００Shem
　Black gold coin-- １００，０００，０００Shem
　Large Black gold coin--- 　１，０００，０００，０００Shem

　※Usually Shem is referred as『Ｓ』



　It’s maybe good to think

that 1S have the value of 10 yen.
　And Large White Coin

and upper seems to be rarely used and the one that is mainly used for
negotiations is white gold coin, Larger White gold coin and upper seems to be
used in extremity.

　So, it’s about my cushion

but, stocking the usual １２０Shem normal cusshion, because

it has anti-vibration and and comfort effect １，５００Ｓ is the price that the
merchant bought it for.
　You may think that it is a

rip-off, magic item lamps that light the darkness have 2000S as the price so I
think it is pretty cheap itself.

　I had 40 pieces of

the cushion for sale but, since it was already sold immediately the request for
increasing production has come, so I increases the pace to 30 pieces a day.

　It’s a natural thing to do

when I’m punished by father and under house arrest so when I asked father if I
could do it it angered him further.

　About that, it seems I have to sincerely accept the punishment. 
　I think it had a different

meaning but・・・it is a convenient word.

　Now then, because father

is noisy I must say to the merchant to put hold on the sale but, the result is



Father's order to improve the production.
　The me who can’t go out was not knowlegdeable but, my cushion has a good
reputation in the streets, not only as the goods that are used in the carriage, it
has a good reputation in people that often sit in the chair. 
　In addition because of the

popularity and word of mouth spreading so far that it made noble class come
to buy it situation. While the production stopped in here caused a mass
confusion, the merchant started to plead to father in tears.

　And so father who lost to the merchant’s plea instructed me to start the
production again.
　At the same time I’ve been ordered to make even more expensive cushion for
the royalty and other nobility.

　Then without knowing it I had been released from my house arrest and I can’t
say that I’m free but, I can go out with an escort with me.

「Christoph-sama for coming

here personally, I must to give you an apology」

　Right now I am visiting our

merchant’s Zebra Company to talk about the cushion for the royalty and
nobles.
　Beside me there is Filia

that stuffed her mouth with candy that was brought out.
　Even though she’s a slave

she stuffing the candy in her mouth made Zebra-san’s face cramped, for me I
don’t care about something like that even though you’re a slave, reversely
because I don’t like to discriminate against slaves her sitting beside me is natural.
　However, I can’t do that

in front of father and everyone in the house so I say to Fillia to refrain

herself, Filia too understood this.



　・・・Though Mother has no problem. Conversely she is the

one who sits next to filia.

「Zebra-san, how’s the

progress for the cushion for the noble?」

「Yes, tomorrow morning the

30 pieces will be brought to your residence」

「At that time, I want you

to bring along these goods too, is it alright?」

　The memopaper that I brought out was being confirmed by Zebra-san while he
let out a single breath.
　Still, elf is beautiful doesn’t it.

「It seems to need sorcery

as much as possible desune・・・Understood. I’ll bring it tomorrow」

「Yoroshiku onegaishimasu . Then, I’ll have myself leave here, Filia let’s go」

「Yes, mokyu」

　Because of the sweets

in her mouth, the answer was weird.

　Leaving Zebra Company we

headed towards Royal magic academy.
　I give the sweets that I’ve

wrapped before in Zebra company to Fillia and Woman’s Knight Primera my
escort



but, the 2 of them look very happy.
　Beside Primera herself I have 3 other escorts, This 4 and another 2 are my
escorts so, while the 6 change 4 people are always staying by my side.

　Why are we headed to Royal magic

academy? It’s because today is the day of the announcement.
　Normally we would go with a

parent but, father is busy with government affairs while mother did not have a
good physical condition so I come to the academy by myself.
　Even if I say by myself

there are still Fillia and the escorts.
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　In this world a skill like

Appraisal and gift is uncommon.
　Because of that Slate used by Large Temple or the low priced

slate used by the guild and country are used because of their appraisal like
effect.
　The item that had the

effect of Appraisal seems to be a relic that was found in an ancient ruin,
Creation of the past magician or so I heard.

　The relic is something that

this civilization can’t make and it is from the ruin of ancient civilization is what I
thought, but it is popularly known as an item from place where gods lived.

　The thing that is called

relic is using japanese so I’ve thought that this is earth several millennia in the



future but, it’s not like I can explain about the elfs and demi-human, above all
the relic that used japanese is indeed weird.
　The language that is used

commonly in earth is english or so it should be but the thing is not english but
japanese is what I’m caught up with.
　Well, what I saw was only

the slate so the judgment material were too few and N formatian were not

enough. 

　While thinking about

various thing we arrived to the school.
　The kids that took examination

were with their parents standing in front of the announcement board.
　The crying children, the happy

children, and the angry children are there too, and there is a frowning kid that
went back too.
　If we talking about the written

exam with no doubt I will pass, but in the practical exam I blew up the school
・・・I did get questioned by the principal so as far as I can see disqualification is
not impossible too huh.

　Well, even I if can’t into

Royal Magic academy I can still make money as for me there’s probably no
problem but, I’ll get scolded by father huh.

　My seat exam number is 564.
　I don’t feel any criminal

thing in my number but, my eyes were running in the announcement board.

　・・・There it is.
　That principal doing it



with all his might huh. If it was me, I wondn’t want to let a person that
destroyed the school enter it（Laugh）

「Exam number 564 Christoph Von Bryutzels」

　Giving the admission

ticket to the Receptionist neesan and continuing the admission procedure. 
　Once you have passed, it will appear and at that time you must go to continue
the procedure.

「E—to, there it is. Christoph Von Bryutzels-kun desu ne. Congratulation on your
passing. Christoph-kun had succeeded in getting the top seat so it is possible to
get the scholarship so, will you use it?」

　A, top seat huh. Though I aimed to get into top 10 but top seat huh~.
　I’m not in need of money

so it’s useless.
　Father had say so too-shi・・・if a person of nobility class used it then

commoner class can’t use the scholarship. So I had been told.

「The scholarship is

unnecessary」

「Understood. Then

Chrishtoph-kun will be an excellence student thus will get an exemption of the
admission payment. And then you need to pay monthly tuition and boarding

tuition but you can get a room different with the other and get a 1 person
house.

However, you still can get assistance in tuition and boarding fees but, what
would you like to do?」

　E~, because I get an



excellent without even using scholarship I still get exemption for the entrance
fee .
　At the same time not a

dormitory but a house?

「Assistance is not required

desu」

「Yes, I understand.・・・in the house servants room is available so, it’s

alright to brought at most 5 people desu」

　What can I say huh~.
　I mean, I can support

myself so servants are not needed but, I bet that mother and father will told
me to brought them・・・

「Since there is a greeting

for representative freshman in the entrance ceremony when it comes time to
in 3 months the school will contact you」

　Ee~, freshman

representative greeting is troublesome~.

「E~tto, about the freshman representative greeting, allow me to decline it」

「・・・ha?」

　A, there’s a wrinkle in

her forehead. Beauty you should not do that because it will ruin your face!

「・・・about the Freshman representative please search

for another person」



　Somehow whe mumbling about

some memo・・・did my request get

through?
　Recepcionist oneesan’s

face changed to the original smile・・・

「For once, I will accept the

decline of Freshman representative. However if it is rejected by the upper

stratum please accept it」

「Yes, thank you very much」

　I say my thanks to recepcionist

oneesan face to face.

「This is a booklet for

Freshmen, please open the 3rd page」

　I was handed a thing that

have same thickness as japanese learning book but, because the paper that
used is parchment there’s a small number of pages.

「In the 3rd page there is the written location of the store that handles the
prepared things like books for the teaching material, if possible please go to the
store as soon as possible. Especially the uniform which takes some time for it to
be ready 」

　Simply go shopping in the

designated shop huh.



「next please open the 6th

page. This school is a boarding school so the page is mentioning about the

that. Chrishtoph-kun has been explained earlier but there are personal use
house but, normally 1 room had 4 people in it. The house itself is deemed as a
dorm so please read the rules」

　I want to say it once（Laugh）

　Basically its okay to read

it until the 10th page and lastly she said the information has done, when I look
back and try to go home someone called me.

「Long time no see」

「・・・・・・・・・・・・・・Who?」

　Datte, I don’t

remember damon~.

「Na-tsu!・・・It’s okay. I am Dorothy Von Vandam. I remembered we met during
entrance examination」

　aaaaaa, I remember now! Flat

chested 3rd princess!
　Uwaaaa, I’m being glared!

「Just now did you think

about an insolence thing?」

「・・・No?」

「・・・geez, I wanted to say congratulation on your top seat



pass」

「ha~, Thank you very much」

「However, when we enter the

2 nd grade I’ll receive the top seat with my all , please remember

it」

　Is this the thing that's called a declaration of war?

「Is that so・・・Please do your best」

　Is the only thing I can

say.

　Finally while giving one

hella glare she turned around and left.
　She seems to be a

troublesome person.

「Christoph-sama, you must be more gentle to a girl・・・」

「Is that so?」

「That’s right」

　I am somehow being preach by

Filia.

　In the carriage that

returning to home I peep into people’s status in the street.
　From the information that I gathered until now hyuman’s normal status of



adult of 【Stamina】【Endurance】【Agility】【Skillfull】【Intelligence】【spirit】
【Charm】【Luck】are approximately 100 ,【Strength】is 150, 【Magic】is only 100.
　While there are differences with Elfs and Dwarfs.

　Soldier’s【Stamina】is approximately 200 while【Strength】and【Endureance】
slightly higher, when it is becomes Knight level then【Stamina】is ４００and there
more than that,while the person with high【Magic】also had high【Intelligence】
and【Spirit】too.【Agility】and【Skillful】have a connection with【Stamina】
and【Magic】is what I think but I had no definite proof.

　So it means that my hidden

status of【Strength】and【Stamina】at the same level of a soldier, while【Agility】
at Knight class, and【Skillfull】at the humanity highest. Meanwhile
my【Intelligence】and【Spirit】and【Magic】and【Luck】are at another level.
　Although【Physical Growth】is normal because【Magic Growth】is at god class I
know magic is my speciality but, because it is that high I must pull myself here.

　I mean, even though my【Charm】I am a person that was glared at by the 3rd
princess・・・well, even if my【Charm】 is high it’s not like I won’t get an enemy
though it’s okay.

　However, because my

physical strength is the same as adult male I will get a fatal wound if I drop my
guard down.
　Fortunately, because the

effect of Blessing of the god of creation instant death will be invalid, even at
worst I will receive fatal injury but if there was a pursuit then I will die right?

　I need to improve myself

before the admission huh.

　And then about rejecting

the Freshman representative greeting will make me get scolded by father



again.
　Because of mother's condition I report it to her later but, she laughed it off.
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Politic Side 1

- 
Well~ to tell you the truth about someone that did translating the same series as
me~ i won't say i don't get mad, in fact i did really irritated me like 'wha...' when i
see it in NU~ and of course i won't go and tell him to get off because i don't like
to giving other people a preach or something and i believe the author himself will
feel happy because there are many people that appreciating his/her work~ I ain't
no saint~

it would better if he tell me first though...
and i believe there's an unwritten code of ethic for us translators to not laid a
hand on another translators work without telling the translator~it's like don't
touch your coworker's gf or don't netorare your friend gf~ :v 

step aside the joke~

Anyway~ this chapter should be out in saturday so expect the next chapter in
monday~ because me and my editor-chan have 12 hours time difference~ :*
always thankfull to you Nazchan~ 

Thanks for reading my long and roundabout soul vent~

Enjoy your chappy :*

- 
　The highest authority in

Sacred Van Damme Kingdom is the King.
　However, the aristocrats that have their own land and power themselves can’t
be ignored that is the situation.
　Thus the aristocrats that are not given a land, the ones that are known as



robed aristocrat the one that have official position in another country and
getting an income, so there an

attempt to obtain that kind of priviliges try to produce adhesion sooner or
later will definitely come.

　And so the king faction

that hate that kind of adhesion, and the aristocrat who take advantage of that
privilige to enrich himself, to make that thing not happen Sacred Van Damme
Kingdom keeps their balance.

「kore wa Fligga-dono,

It’s been a long time」

「Korewa korewa

Bryutzels-dono, has it been 2 month since

we last meet each other?」

　This person that was named

Fligga is the leader of the finance department the one that holds the position
of deputy minister of financial affairs.
　This time, Arnest himself came to see this Fligga person.
　Of course, he’s not coming

here just to see.

「Fligga-dono, recently isn’t the east side of the coast area’s salt making has
prosperous and investing it to the kindom?」

「hahaha, as expected of

Bryutzels-dono. Fast in receiving information」

　Having a small coastal



area in Sacred Van Damme Kingdom securing salt became a national policy.
　Developing salt had may interest

in people, but salt marketing has a little interest in country and aristocrat.

「I’ve just hear it by

chance. However salt is very important for this country so i here want to help
that business is what i think」

「I’m sorry「Which remind me!」・・？」

「The other day, there in the Royal Magic Academy’s entrance exam, my second
son had passed the examination superbly but, if I am not wrong

Fligga-dono has a boy that is the same age as mine don't you?」

「E, a, that’s right・・・」

「However the recent behavior

of the jukensei had dropped. There are nobles who despise commoners that
take the same exam as nobles in Royal Magic Academy entrance exam.『There
should not be any discrimination in the place of study』is what the founder

Akira-sama says, thus there was a person that got caught doing violence to
mine son」

　Founder Akira-sama want to

eliminate discrimination by the aristocracy but, it will be meant as a betrayal to
the one who cooperated with him so, he can’t achieve that dream.
　Such Akira thought at least,

to create a Royal Magic Academy predecessor, and left his will of『There should
not be any discrimination in the place of study』.
　Since then, Akira’s will

has been passed down without being broken until now.



「What !・・・Violence to Bryutzels Margreave second son・・・」

「To say that his majesty wants to make noble’s public moral better but, however
thinking that a child should receive gentle treatment is what I think・・・but what
should I do?・・・Still, in a way the one who attacked my son is a close person to
Warner-dono from Marquis Brennan's House person so I hear・・・ I don’t want
to cause an uproar but, it seems to be difficult・・・」

　At this time Fligga was continuously dripping in cold sweat.
　Fligga is a financial

affair group’s leader, from the noble faction, and in the Marquis Brennan's
faction.
　To add that the one who was close to Warner and one of the suspect should be
his son zajimu.

「Well~, my son had said he

remembered clearly the face of the one who attacked him clearly so, there’s
also a lot of witness」

「・・・Bryutzels-dono, that

suspect's appearance is・・・」

「aaa, that’s right. Based on

my son he is from the same generation had a big body and freckles as his
features」

　Fligga seems to want to

faint in agony.
　Based from Arnest talk it

is an exact appearance of Fligga’s own son Zajim.
　Of course, based on Warner’s

surrounding there should be many noble’s follower he had except from Zajim



there’s still many possibility.
　There should be but・・・
　Arnest himself told him

that story on his own.
　・・・as the conclusion it seems

that it is Zajim, if it not then Arnest himself would not be talking about it・・・

　Then, why should he talk

about this to me?
　It is not a sweet

conversation to not exaggerate it.
　Bryutzels Margrave house is

a large noble house that compete in 1-2 noble in Sacred Van Damme Kingdom,
and the stalwart of king faction.
　It is the truth but there

something beneath it and of course Fligga himself knows it. 

「Which remind me Fligga

dono, weren't we talking about salt invesment. Could we invest

toward it?」

　As expected Fligga thought, while

smiling his face looked like a face that crushing a bug.

「・・・Of course, it’s about time to let Bryutzels-dono

to invest 」

　Fligga answerd it with

smile on his face, as expected of noble.
　The thing that he thinks in



the depths of his brain and the one that comes out of his mouth really is
different.
　Thus Bryutzels Margrave’s

house got the monopoly of salt besides the royal family and noble faction .

「O, that’s right, then let’s

talk about that troublesome thing later・・・ so to say except of investigation
what did we talk about again?」

「n, no, there’s nothing・・・」

　While laughing Arnest

left that place, Fligga is desperately keeping his anger in check.

　It seems・・・for couple of hours there’s a roar letting out from

Fligga’s house.

　Sacred Van Damme Kingdom’s

founder Akira is a Yuusha and the first king.
　That Akira’s testament is

absolute, any speech and conduct that complaining to the testament can be
judge as rebellion itself, even if it a children itself it’s not something to be
forgiven.
　In other word, Warner’s

father Marquis Brennan too can’t deny this story.
　If, Warner speech and

conduct that reject the testament accused as treason even if he himself is a big
noble can’t be protected, and it is not a simple insignificant thing for Marquis
Brennan's house.

　However, after 500 year



since it founding, from that long years there exist noble’s that not took a liking
to Akira’s will but there’s no one who dared to say it out loud.

　・・・There’s none but, this

time there’ll be someone who keep an eye to the culprit that attacking

Christoph, and to erase it there’s need a big price itself.
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016 : Partnesrship established

- 

　When the time in japan I am an ordinary company employee .
　I’m not an Elite, I really

am just like that someone that lying in the neighborhood if I say that I believe
I’ll getting scolded, that kind of company employee.
　Graduate from a highschool

that can’t be called 1st class, graduated from a university that can’t called as
1st class, working at a company that can’t be called 1st class a normal japanese.

　My hobby is horse racing

and once a month deriheru-san datta.
　Even my hobby itself is

still on a certain extent, I’ve a little

savings too.
　It’s ashame that I can’t

get married while in japan but, I had a girlfriend.・・・ it’s not a delusion is what
I want to think.
　・・・I think I was an ordinary

Japanese.

　The company that I work at

was a family bussiness, my superior is 2 year younger than me he/she is

founder’s family.
　That superior is thanks to

the founder’s family became the boos but, his/her working capability was the
worst.



　It’s kind of feeling like

is the work of the worker to wash that superior’s arse and behavior.
　I want to praise myself

that do a good job even from that kind of superior.

　Then, it’s me right now

but, now I am noble’s 2nd son. 
　Furthermore the one that

known as large noble Bryutzels Margrave’s 2nd son.
　At that time I just don’t

want to became like that superior of mine is what it think.
　Reincarnated in this world・・・ the thing that I hold dear until I don’t want to
die is none.
　If there is I think I want

to know any order or requests from god.
　・・・some gidt like Revelation

is suspicious I think but for now let’s not care about it.

　So I think I should do

what I want to do. 
　・・・For now, this is kind of

thing were none but, I think it will be good to find it someday.
　For now it’s allright to

live idly in Bryutzels Margrave’s house, it’s alright too to govern a little town as
a viscount.
　It means it’s alright to

live as long as it’s not in poor or dire straits situation.

　Then, while you compare it

to japan this place has the advantage as I can do anything as I want my parent



is a noble I really could live relaxedly.

　However, pardon me from

war.
　At the current situation, even

if the war break out I am pretty much matchless, and it won’t be a joke if I
became an assassination target.

　So as now I am preparing

for matriculation while we advancing variety of talk in bussiness.
　Forcibly changing the

story?
　Iya~ sorry, sorry.
　That is also my strong

point, creating a magic item that does not run out of interest while earning
money.

　From what I hear from the

past I should be a viscount in a small town when I became an adult but, the
one who hear this plan is not the healthy me, because father now accepted me
as magic genius, henceforth what will happen will be unknown.
　Although initially he wanted the sickly me to became viscount out of pity, but
now it will not be a dream to make me a royal court magician.
　・・・Father seems to think

about many things.
　It’s absolutely just

Father.

　And I don’t think father

will keep me as a pet like existence

but, the one who inherit the house is



the number one son is the code in nobility, I think of that like this. 
　・・・As long as I can do

whatever I like I don’t think it matters if I am kept as being a pet does it?
　And, I think the brother

that I have yet to see thinks me as unpleasant.

　Even so, thinking about

the future and about the company while I’m not able to use Bryutzels
Margrave house’s name I think I’m allowed to separate from it.
　Building a company to earn

money environment will be good whether it will be down I think somehow or
another it will be alright, for now it’s all you can use Bryutzels Margrave house’s
name.
　Thus I will need to build a business plan to convince father.

　To establish a company I need to buy the 3rd issue of commercial right that
priced 100 million S, Bryut company established.
　This 3rd issue of

commercial right is a thing that is needed when you want to do business in
metropolitan areas, There’s a need to pay 100 0000 S to Merchant guild.

　From this 100 0000 S

here, 70 0000 S will given to the

government and the 30 0000 S will be given to the Merchant Guild.
　If you convert the the

money paid to the government it will be 10 million yen more or less I think it is
a large sum in itself, it might be the same as small to medium enterprises.

　Then, my Bryut company has



received Capital limited small scale marketing so I decided to open a store.

　However, about the cushions it will be like always the sale will be submitted to
Zebra company after a discussion, so I will sell another kind of magic item
besides that.
　I also want to avoid a

grudge because of this, above all there’s also a favor of selling my magic item.

　The first production is Potion.
　There are 2 ways to create

a potion, in my case creating water with water attribute and non-attribute and
give the water light attribute healing magic but, because it is in liquid form I
can’t write a magic circle in it.
　It means there are expiration date for the potion.
　Normally with the way I make the potion the expiration date will be 1 month
and it’s effect will be weaker, when it left alone for 2 month it will become
normal water.
　Well~, the probability of

adventurer and mercenary getting an injury is pretty big, because a person
who can use Light attribute healing magic is not many and potions are cheap
items so it won’t be a problem.

　By the way another way to

make a potion is using Alchemy based from the herb.
　The potion that is sold nowaday is using this method so my kind of style of
making potion is rarely known.
　The reason why it isn’t

known in market is simple, because there are a not many that have light

attribute and water attribute magic and, the preparation to adjust the mana is
difficult.
　Yes, it’s alright to

working with the person that have other affinity but, if there’s no



compatibility in their mana it will not recommended.

　Next goods is Power Ring,

Forest Ring, Fireball Ring, Water Ring it’s 4 kinds of rings.

　Power Ring will make【Strength】 20 UP, while Forest Ring make【Endurance】30
UP under assumption of soldier and adventurer can increase their ability and
citizen could do heavy work.

　Then Fireball Ring could

make fireballs shot out from the ring, the effect is just like that it can be used
in battle.
　This Fireball Ring could

call fireballs without using mana so, the fireball’s fire power is not so strong
but it could became a diversion while in battle is what I think.

　While Water Ring could

call a cup of cold water so, the use of this is for drinking water.
　I think it’s a pretty

useful item for camps and household needs, it’s the most many that I product.

　As for the company I made

Filia the manager.
　But because she is a slave

there’s a big possibility that she will be underestimated.
　thus she's been freed from being my slave to ordinary citizen. 
　And then I dispatched one

of the young soldier from the Bryutzels Margrave house.
　Of course, I’m paying the

dispatch fee and for the store to work normally there’s a need to hire a normal
person or buying a slave is what I think.



「Wound potion 1000 pieces,

blood potion 600 pieces, mana potion 600 pieces, intermediate wound potion
200 pieces, intermediate blood potion 200 pieces, intermediate mana potion
200 pieces.」

　Filia is checking the

merchandise that was stored in the warehouse.
　Because in that warehouse I already stopping the time with space-time magic,
so it will prevent the deterioration of the potion, the door to have a mana
detection magic so it will not opened unless it’s me and Filia.
　If someone try to opening

the door forcefully it will activate a security measure that will let out thunder
magic that will make the person pass out.

「Power Ring is 200 pieces,

forest ring is 200 pieces, Fireball Ring is 200 pieces, Water Ring is 400 pieces,
top grade sugar is 500 pots」

　I’ve found an interesting

nut in this capital.
　When I appraise the nut

with eyes of mentality it has 35% of sugar content so I use darkness magic and
extract the sugar from it and what I got is castor sugar .
　This nut is a seed from a

plant that called aburahana but, just as the name say the people

in the capital make it into edible oil, thus the thing about high grade

sugar is unknown to other people.
　That’s why I get the same

quantity of the oil as the sugar so to make the price purchasable I sell it using
the pot.



　Commonly 1 pot has the

weight of 4 kg of sugar but, but it’s not white rather light brown the one that
normally circulating commercially. 
　That’s why such a fine

grained item like castor sugar that have a pure white color in none,while the
brown sugar each pot has 40.000S price my white sugar price is 20.000S so it’s
half of them.
　If it doesn't sell I will

cry.

「Wound potion is 3000S,

blood potion is 3000S, mana potion is 5000S, intermediate wound potion
10.000S, intermediate blood potion 10.000S, intermediate mana potion
15.000S. Power Ring is 5000S, Forest Ring is 7000S, Fireball Ring is 10.000S,
Water Ring is 8000S, top grade sugar is 20.000S. and then give a 20% discount
to a person that bought more than 50.000S worth of items, and it’s alright to
give 30% to a person that bought exceed 100.000S」

「Understood」

　Honestly potion type and

Ring type has gather father’s attention.
　Well, Bryutzels Margrave’s servant even if it only in the capital had 1000
people so there is an experimental environment there, Ring’s had a very high
reputation because the effect could be sensed in the training.

　As expected even father

can’t get a ring for 1000 people, so if we talking about the servant that are
there in the territory, he seemed to stock 300 for emergency case.
　Because even that needed a big amount money, for family I give 50% less than
the original price. 



　I assumed that my shop

monthly sales are 500.000S, almost a year worth of selling. 
　The other is Potion type the

3 normal kind is selled 30 pieces monthly, while the intermediate 3 type of
potion sold 10 piece monthly.
　Thus I make the same

warehouse as the store’s warehouse in Bryutzels warehouse capital’s house.
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017 : Opening

- 

　Iya～Success, success.

　Because now is the opening

bussiness commemorative ring and potion had their special price of discount
30%.
　Thus the purchaseable items were sold because of the mouth to mouth
advertisment by the customers.

「Wound potion 10 please!」

　hoitto hoitto , how busy, how busy.
　Since there’s not enough

manpower while I getting the item from the warehouse Fillia sells it in the
desk.
　The soldier that worked as

security were ordered to organized the customer, let’s give them additional
reward for today.

「Castor sugar 5 pots!」

　Filia’s tone started to

became wild.
　Her eyes became bloodshot・・・
　Ah She’s not yet eaten lunch.
　Let’s give her candy



later.

　The time became evening

and the customer’s leg stopped so let’s close the shop.
　The first day was really busy

and it ended without a big problem.
　In the first place, I’ve used Bryutzels house’s mark so a weird person

should not come, while in that side they’re taking a rest.

「Everyone, Thank you for

your work today. Filia too otsukaresama 」

「I’ve did I good work desu」

　When I patted her head,

Fillia’s tail shaking happily.

「This is not much but, please

receive it」

　We had dispatched 3 soldier especially for today.
　Thanks to that organizing

the customer became easier, they’ve done good work too without having
lunch so today I’ll give them a special wage for the 3 of them I’ve give them
10000S

each.

「「Thi, This much?!」」

「I couldn’t recceive this

much」



　Because soldier’s wage for

a month is 30.000S so, it was a third of their salary.

「It’s a special wage

because today’s very busy. And everyone still had not eaten lunch right?

Because I think tomorrow won’t be this busy so it’s only today’s special.
Therefore just think it as opening gift.」

　The dispatch fee will be

paid by Bryutzels Margrave house I don’t need to pay the soldiers personally,
but because today is busy I’ll gift them opening gift.

「「「Thank you very much!」」」

　The three soldiers went

back with a happy face because of the extra income.

　Of course, I give my

escorts a reward too.
　It’s because my escorts

too helped in the reception.

　The one who remained was

me and Filia, thus we go to eat with my 6 escort.
　As expected because we

were hungry I requested them to make it fast.

「Christoph-sama, did you

not think tomorrow will not be busy?」



「It seem so, it’s because

rumor that transmitted will take time, so I think we will get pretty lax for a few
days」

　Fillia is thinking for a

while then talk again.

「I think tomorrow will be

busy too. Because of that after we done with the meal, I want to check the
stock 」

「Why did you think that?」

「Because 30% of Today’s

customer were woman 」

「Ho~but it’s just 30% isn’t

it? Just 30% ‘s rumour will not make tomorrow」

「Don’t make a fool of

Woman’s network!」

　It’s strangely convincing.

「Alright I understand, I’ll stock it as much as I can」

「Thank you very much」

　Thinking after meal

there’s a work waiting even before tasting the dish it became a speed eating.

　In the way back from



dining hall, I steeled myself to stay up all night.
　But because Fillia is the

sales girl she needed to sleep as early as she can.
　Staying up all night will

be difficult for Fillia that not yet 10 years old, and I don’t want to see the sales
girl having circles under her eyes. 

「Geeru, tell the house that

this night I will stay in the store」

「However madam will be

worried you know」

「I’ll apologized when I’m

back」

　Geeru do the job with a

feeling of there’s no helping it kinda subordinate that receive an order.
　By the way I have 6 escort

but, this Geeru is the leader.

　When Fillia came back to

the store she began to check the displayed merchandise, Geeru and co. kept
up their security while shifting break.
　While I proceed producing

the not so surprisingly best selling white sugar, while replenishing the potion
type and ring type.
　I remember when I reporting to father about this white sugar he see this with
an indecent face.
　If it not because of

father’s demand this white sugar won’t be this cheap.



　I right now I don’t want to

stick my face to political things, I do not dare to hear the reason. 
　・・・It’s possible to imagine but, let’s ignore it for

now.

　Replenishment completed at

2 o’clock in the middle of the night somehow I’m able to prevent staying up all
night and began patting my chest.
　I let Fillia rest in

the 2nd floor though, because she need to prepare the shops counter and
opening, while the escorts were sleeping in a random place.
　Everyone really had a hard

time huh.

「Fillia, didn’t I say you

need to sleep early」

「I can’t sleep while

letting Christoph-sama work alone!」

「Mattaku・・・I’m done with replenishing so let’s sleep. That’s

why Fillia too go to sleep in your own room」

　I pushed Fillia forcibly

in her room and as expected I am tired too so I slept in the next room.
　Let’s hear about the sales

report tomorrow.
　・・・Good night.

　I woke up because I’m



hearing a thing’s sound.
　The sun come out and

outside became bright.
　When seeing the clock it’s a little passed 6, the escorts yesterday’s position has
changed.

「Good morning,

Christoph-sama」

　Fillia’s voice calling

from behind.

「Good morning, Fillia」

「Since your breakfast is

ready, please come inside」

　Apparently the meal

preparation was done.
　Just in case, this store

had a kitchen and dinning room, there are also living space in 2nd floor.
　However, unfortunately there’s

no bath.
　There are baths in the

house when we go back, so today let’s go home to bath.

　This world doesn’t really

have fixing habit about bathing, there are bath in noble’s house but it doesn’t
mean they enter it everyday.
　Meanwhile, I am using it



everyday so everyone stares at me like a strange person.

　I need to earn more so I can create a furo in my store from scratch!

　Breakfast ended, I

received yesterday’s revenue report from Fillia.

「Yesterday’s revenue from

the wound potion is・・・・・・totaled １，６１３，３００Ｓ . Amazing desu!」

「Is that so, it’s more than

what I’ve predicted. It’s won’t be good if I don’t increase the commodity na
～」

　In fact, I want to

increase the variety of the commodity in the store because it’s not enough.
　Furthermore I want an item

that was good even if it not from my production kind of think also needed. 

　Somehow, I’ve got a

feeling that I have lost my purpose to go to Royal Magic Academy・・・
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018 : Shriek of Joy

--- 

　Heck, 4 types of rings get

inquiries from the nobles and kingdom’s knights, it’s troublesome to respond
about it.
　But, it was worth it because of that I got an order

from the noble.
　My enrollment to Royal Magic Academy has been

decided too, I can’t make item too much so for now I make it for reserve.

　Cushion were selling well too but increasing its

productivity rate is impossible！

　If I am enrolled in Royal Magic Acamdemy like

this then the productivity will decrease.
　It is a happy thing but it’s also a serious

problem.

　I had a plan to improve sugar in the near

future but, potions and rings production without magic can’t be handled・・・

　That’s right！Just buy a slave！
　If I bought 2 or 3 slaves that have the

aptitude・・・Alrgiht, let’s buy it now！

　The time is not infinite！

　Incidentally let’s try to buy our shop

salesgirl too.



「Gale, I want to buy slaves so guide me to

the slave trader’s shop」

　Gale was surprised as expected by me that

suddenly want to buy Slave but, because the store was successful that it was in
need of manpower so he was convinced immediately.

　By using the carriage that waited in front of

the store we go to the slave trader.

「Irrashaimase. Welcome to Surimasu

slave shop 」

　A middle aged man by himself greeted me.

「I want a few slaves that can use magic, a few

young girl slaves, and several slaves that can handle weapons」

　My escorts and the slave trader were surprised

by my demands.
　It would be so, after all a little kid like me

wants to buy many slaves, and the escorts too must be thinking that I want to
buy 1 or 2 slaves for selling.

「Excuse me but, could you show me your ID card

?」

　ID card is something that the Great Temple made based on Status Plate.
　Since the contents are hidden properly except for the name and family it can
be used as an identification card.
　It is for confirming the identity and criminal



record so the slave trader said.
　It means that criminals can’t buy slaves.

「Christoph Von Bryutzles-sama, Bryutzels Margrave’s・・・Thank you very much.
I’ll immediately prepare the slaves, so please wait in here」

　After a while we were called to a separate room,

there 11 people were waiting.

「It is all the slaves that are good at handling

weapons, young woman, and magician」

　doredore.
　ho ho.
　Fu~n.

　While I stay silent and see the slaves status

the slave trader seems to drown in his cold sweat, using a handkerchief to wipe
it off.

「Can I talk to the slaves?」

「As long as you don’t touch them it’s alright」

　I nod to the slave trader's answer and

ask them one by one.

「What did you do, how did you become a slave?」

　The question is only that, and the 11 slaves

answered it honestly. 

　The female gold haired elf Slave said.



「I originally was a magician and adventurer, but because of facing a failed
mission and couldn’t pay the fee I became a slave to pay it. 」

　The male red headed hyuman said.
「I was immersed in magic item creation, and when

I awoke I had been drowned in debt」

　Brown haired male dwarf said
「Similar to the previous guy」

　Blue haired kobito ’s race girl

say
「I became a Slave to pay my father’s debt」

　This was the answer of the slave that have the

aptitude of magician.
　All of them bought.

　Black haired woman hyuman in her 20s say
「I am a normal person that lived in a village and

plowed, but because the village can’t pay taxes I became a slave」

　A female cat race in her teens say
「I was a hunter nya. I was wounded and couldn’t hunt anymore」

　Pale green haired female hyuman in her late

teens
「Although I was a waitress in a café in capital,

my father was sick and we started to borrow money but because we can’t pay
back the debt I became a Slave」

　Peach haired fish race female in her 20s 



「While I was swimming in the sea I got caught in a storm became wounded and I
got treated, but can’t pay the fee」

　Until now is the young woman・・・
　It seems there included a weird person that

used an awkward word・・・

　Gottsui

oldman
「I ‘m

an adventurer but, I was injured」

　Gotsui

oldman
「I was

an adventurer failed who in his quest and got in debt」

　Gottsui

neesan 
「I am

the same as the person before」

　Until

before they are a person that can handle weapon but・・・
　everyone

is gotsui？

　I was

a little curious and asked it to the slave trader.



「Is the

adventurer that failed their quest is a party of 3 people there？」

「Yes,

the 3 of them are party members」

「In the

situation where you guys are bought at the same time could you guys
cooperate with one another again？」

「There’s

no problem with it. There’s no feud between us 」

　The

one who answered is Gotsui neesan, while the other 2 nodded.

「Shopkeeper,

these all slaves how much is it for them？」

「Yes？」

「I’m

asking how much is their price」

　The

slave trader don’t think that I would buy them all huh, my question got him in
a state of「what did he say」.

「・・・Pl,

please wait a minute・・・」



　Finaly he finished his calculation.

「ze, All of them has 7.2 million S as their price but, since you bought it in a large
quantity it will get discounted and the price will be 7 million」

　Counting

the sum of the price and the sum of my profit from Bryutzels margrave’s house
and these days store’s selling it’s not that much of money.

「Th,

thank you very much！」

　After

that everyone made the contract and went back to the store but, as expected
there’s no place for everyone to stay in that store so I rented an inn near the
store and teld them the thing about work.

「Firstly

I want the magician team to make a magic item. I will tell you how to make it,
so I want you to remember it all firmly」

　Especially

Selca who have the attribute of water and light magic to make a potion that
I’m giving up before.

「The three

combat slaves will help this store's guard. The remaining female team will be
clerksand do inventory management」

　Pokan

from the peoples who listened to my explanation the one who was the injured



gottsui Oldman asking forgiveness of the remark.

「I

think because of my injury I will be of no use in a combat team？」

「If it is about that then it’ll be no problem. Everyone that had an injury will be
healed by me. First is you」

　Thus I

invoke hero-class light tribute magic Restoration .
　Oldman’s

injury that you were able to see is vanishing.

「Wha,

What？！」

「That

is Restoration！？」

　Seeing

my magic, magician from kobito race Selca is raising her voice.

「Don’t reveal

what you see right now」

　The

slaves who recognize this magic is having startled faces while the other did not
show much of a reaction.
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[sorry if I being too rude here, but saying it will make me feel good for now~ :3]

Anyway, I'm sorry for the long long note...

Please enjoy the chapter~ :3 [and no more anonymous~ :*]

_

「I am the president of Bryut Firm but, I have

various things to do so I leave Bryut Company’s things to the vice president
and



manager of Bryut Firm / Store Fillia. Everyone needs to listen to Fillia’s

instructions and liven up Bryut’s company」

　After closing the shop the Slaves and Fillia had a

meeting themselves and did introduction plus some guiding to them.

　The still a child, Fillia, is Bryut’s Firm number

2 slaves and running the store make the slaves feel uneasy.
　However, you should not look down on this

Fillia.
　Fillia has been taught by that Hanna’s Spartan training, she’s like a Hero from
Maid world that been taught by Hanna you know!

　Even my personal maid Luna needed 3 years to

train before she could be my personal Maid by Hanna!

「I’m Fillia. I’ll use my life for Christoph-sama

and make Bryut Firm reach the summit」

　Iya, it’s alright for you to not stake your

life・・・

「Fillia, there will be 4 people who will do inventory

management and work as clerks. Do your best to train them」

　Clara, Penes, Purietta, and Mameru from the

Clerk candidate introduced themselves.

「These 3 will be the security. Prepare their

equipment tomorrow」



　Clamp, Bekkena, and Benezetta did their self-introduction

including the weapon they are good at.

「There are 4 Magicians and I will teach them how

to make magic items tomorrow. For that purpose they’ll stay」

　Giulietta, Lock, Jamon, and Cell the 4 of them

did their self-introduction.

「Everyone will get their rest in turn. Basically

there’ll be 1 day of rest every 6 days. There’ll be an adjustment so the 3 groups

resting days won’t overlapped. Of course, Fillia too need to rest」

　Fillia and the slaves were surprised that they’ll

get a rest day but, I don’t care about something like that.
　The point is I want to make the Slaves work

efficiently, it’s because I think lively Slaves will work better than a Slave that
have dead fish eyes in them, and I want to make a decent environment too for
them.

「In addition I will give you a break at the end

of the year and harvest festival day. Of course, the store will put a poster

that is written about the rest day in the storefront」

　Furthermore I’m adding the consecutive

holiday’s system, everyone looking with half-closed eyes. 

「The slaves will have 1 gold as their wage monthly. When the sales boom, I’ll give
you all a bonus too, about the shelter and food I will provide them. How you all
use the money is up to



you all, for me it’s all right if you guys save up your money to buy yourself
back」

　The slaves widened their eyes at the line of

they could buy themselves back.
　The magician slaves have a pretty high price so

they’ll need more money for them to buy themselves, but their goal must be to
accumulate gold.

「Ano, is it alright for me to make a question?」

　Magician Julietta asked permission for a question.

「What is it？」

「You say that we will get a bonus when the

selling is high but, what is bonus？」

　Does this world not have any word like bonus?

「You could think bonus is a special reward. In

short if the selling has a big boom then everyone will get the special

reward. Of course, the bonus will have different between the people who

worked so I hope that everyone will work more」

　Assuming that the sales will get farther than

the target, I will revise the plan and get more slaves.
　In order to improve their working capability

when the goods sales more than what we assume let’s give them more bonus.
　It’s an of course but in order to make the

sales improved the item itself must to get a better quality.



　For slaves getting a wage and holidays isn’t part of common sense so they
didn't believe what I said but, lastly Fillia brought the conclusion.

「Everyone, I myself am originally a Slaves but

Christoph-sama saved my life, and in addition he freed me from slavery.
Christoph-sama isn’t like other people that harms Slaves. So please believe what

Christoph-sama says and your life will have a good future！」

　Slaves were「oooー」saying that in admiration , while others believe Fillia

hasn’t said any lies.

「Lastly！I want you all to here to say your opinion. There’s no need for yourself
to

ask for permission to speak every time. In addition I will not permit any

fighting that will harm you companion but a little squarrel is forgiven！If you
want a fight search for someone stronger than me！Is what I think. Do you all
get it？」

「Yes！」

　Everyone gave a firm reply.
　At least for now this will be good enough.

　I will let Fillia take care of the Slaves

and take them to the nearby inn.
　Then I went to Merchant guild.
　I need to find a place for them to live and

work.

「Then, how about this property？」



　The property that was introduced to me is a 4

storey building near from the store.
　Heck, isn’t this an apartment.

「The first floor could be a store, but for

simplicity you could also use it as a workshop. Furthermore in 2nd to 4th floor
each floor has 3 rooms for a total of 9 rooms so it should have a spacious room .
However, the

building itself is a thing that is made from 180 years ago and have many thing
to

repair so the thing needs to be purchased fully, the reparation itself must help

dear guest」

　Do~n’t need it.
　I want them to move out

immediately, above all I understand how much money I need to buy the
property.

「The price amount is 2

million S！」

「E？」

「2 million S des」

「・・・What made it so cheap？」

「The owner of this property

has deceased so it had been inherited by the relatives but, because this itself

was an old building there’s no one who wanted to buy it and to demolished the

building or renovate it itself needed some amount of money. The owner don’t



want

to give an amount of money for the cost, and he himself say to reduce the cost

of tax he must to pay he has to sell it as fast as possible」

　naruhodo, Inheritance was good but unprofitable property huh・・・but, is it
really just to that extent?

「Is it just that？」

　Merchant guild’s Clerk

gave a bitter smile then continued the story.

　To make it simple this

rundown apartment even after it was renovated there’s no prospective tenant,
the

1st floor could be used as a store but it will rarely be visited.
　In other words the location

is bad.
　Even if I say the location

is bad the building itself facing the main street, the traffic of pedestrian is

good. ・・・yes based on the traffic

itself it is a good property.

　However immediately it is

in the area of a lower class noble’s store so a normal citizen would not trouble

themselves by selling here.
　Furthermore there are both high class noble store too.

　To renovate this building

there’s a need to pay a big amount of compensation to the nobility’s store



because it will became an inconvenience to them.
　The same thing applies to

the demolition of this building, both of it needs a dumb amount of money.
　But, if it's me, my parent

had a potential threat to the low class noble should not make them troubled.
　It is to the extent that they

will be the one who gets crushed.

　This Sacred Van Damme

Kingdom’s racial discrimination was not as high as the other country, but there
is still conspicuous of noble’s arrogancy.
　Even it’s still better

than the other country is what I hear though, even if they say that this world’s

consciousness of aristocracy’s privilege will never disappear.
　Hearing to this extent I shouldn’t think how to deal with the noble’s or not.
　But, nobles were not that

sweet.
　It’s alright if you think

that I am too exaggerated but in Japan there are 893 office.
　In addition we can’t rely

on the country’s power because the opponent is a noble.

「Please let me see the

property tomorrow morning. If I like it I will buy it」

　Then I asked to see the

other 2 properties, so in case I don't end up not buying the apartment I could
decide to buy the other property.

___

Author’s note:
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Enjoy the Chapter :*

　Character Setting・・・

　---　MC　---

　Christoph Von Bryutzels

　Bryutzels Margrave’s 2nd

Son 
　The one who born with all

attribute aptitude？
　Born in Sacred calendar

year 500 month 1 day 1 Blue eyed Blonde hair with fair skin
　Being sickly until 11

years old with his memory as his price he became healthy and the cheat power he have
awakened
　Enrolled on Royal Magic Academy at age 13 getting the 1st place in

enroll exam at the same time establishing Bryut firm



and get financial power
　Reincarnated? Only god’s

know why

　---　Relatives　---

　Ernest von Bryutzels
　Bryutzels margrave house’s

family head 
　Father of theMC
　Bryutzels Margrave’s has

entered Sacred Van Damme Kingdom’s war in politic and became the stalwart of King
Faction
　Slender with beautiful face and brown light hair
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 423
　Attribute : Lightning - Void

　Cecilia von Bryutzels
　Ernest legal wife and born

in marquis’s house
　MC Christoph’s biological

mother and his number 1 mother 
　Unfussy and have my pace

kind of personality
　Legal wife of a big Noble

but never act arrogance to her vassal and could be respected as a human being
　It’s no being known but

active in buying child slave and educated them until it’s enough the freeing them from
slavery, many of the freed slaves working in Bryunhil mansion
　Beauty with a blue eye and

blond hair that looked 10 years younger than her original Age
　Born in Sacred Calendar



year 475
　Attribute : Fire - Wind - Void

　Jimunisu von Bryutzels
　Bryutzels margrave’s

eldest son
　Christoph’s brother
　Closer to his grandfather

than his father have a red hair blue eyes and beatiful face
　Haven’t had the

opportunity to show in the story
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 495
　Member of Sacred Van Damme

Kingdom’s knight 
　Attribute : Void –

Lightning - Darkness

　Elizabeth kud Bryutzels
　Bryutzels Margrave’s

Eldest daughter
　Christoph’s different

mother’s sister
　Red hair with brown eyed

beautiful girl
　Haven’t had the

opportunity to show in the story
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 496
　Member of Sacred Van Damme



Kingdom’s quasi-knight
　Attribute : Void – Wind -

Ice

　Kuryusnashu von Bryutzels
　Bryutzels Margrave’s 2nd

Daughter
　Christoph’s different

mother’s sister
　Pretty, with a brown hair

and brown eyes had a talent in magic
　Haven’t had the

opportunity to show in the story
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 499
　Student of Royal magic

Academy
　Attribute : Fire –

Lightning – Wind – Void - Light

　Antoinette von Bryutzels
　Bryutzels Margrave’s 3rd

daughter
　Christoph’s different

mother’s little sister
　Remember that she ever

been reading a story to Christoph but he’d not remember it
　Red hair Blue eyed



Beatiful girl
　Nicknamed An
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 503
　Attribute : Lightning –

Void – Wind - Light

　Freesia von Bryutzels
　Ernest 2nd Wife
　Elizabeth and Antoinette’s

Mother
　Attribute : Void – Light -

Wind

　Annerose von Bryutzels
　Ernest 3rd Wife
　Mother of Kuryushunasu
　Attribute : Fire - Void

　---　Vassal　---

　Rosalia von Excel
　The second daughter of Baron

Excel that became an honorary Baron
　Referred as Genius at age

16 and became court magician, based on her feat in 2nd war thus she became
a Honorary Baron
　Not interested in gaining



a territory and pursue the path of magic she resigned from power struggle
thus she’s employed by Bryutzels Margrave as leader of magician corp. And
court magician of Bryutzels Margrave’s territory
　Nominally she has resigned

from being a court magician but using his power as big Noble, The late head
family of Bryutzels Margrave became her guardian
　Although she herself

enjoying her environment as court magician in the territory right now, being
buried in paperwork is exhausting
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 489 , 24 years old Single
　Attribute : Ice – Water –

Void – Earth – Light - Darkness

 

　Hanna
　Bryutzels Margrave’s head

maid
　Has been a maid of Bryutzels

Margrave’s house even before Ernest born, and the one who take care of
Ernest
　The one who Christoph most

fear in shadow
　Born in Sacred Calendar year 460

　Luna
　Bryutzels Margrave’s maid
　Christoph’s personal maid



　Originally was a Slave but

freed by cecilia 
　Have a big chest and tall

height style is also good
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 495

　Federrer Torres
　Bryutzels Margrave’s

knight’s corps vice leader
　Christoph’s Sword

instructor but, already known that Christoph don’t have much talent in
swordsmanship changed his tutor to body building and stamina building
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 479
　Attribute : Void

　Gael Fubisu
　Christoph’s escorts

captain
　When the time Christoph establishing his Bryut firm the escorts start to get
hardship
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 472

Attribute : Void - Lightning

　Levis Atorei
　Knight in Christoph’s

escorts blond haired ikemen



　He himself using escorts

non-interferences policy so Christoph sometimes saying do your job properly! 
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 490
　Attribute : Void - Wind

　Primera
　Cat race female knight from

Christoph’s escorts
　Silver hair with a nice

portion
　Beast people has unique physical

prowess and a high combat ability, she has an excellent smell and hearing
ability
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 490
　Attribute : Void

　---　Royal Magic School　---

　Dorothy von Van damme
　Sacred Van Damme Kingdom’s

3rd princess
　Have a blue eyes and blond

curly hair with a face like a doll
　Relatively high stature

bishoujo but had no chest
　Whenever Christoph think

about her chest she could read it? Excellent



　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 501 month 5 day 5
　Attribute : Void – Light – Ice – Wind - Water

 

　Warner Von Brennan

　Brennan Marquis’s 4th son
　Approximated height 176 cm
　Has a tendency of high prided noble and looking

down to commoner and had a different type of thinking with Christoph so he
feel disgust to warner
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 501 month 10 day 2
　Attribute : Fire – Wind - Void

　Carla von Adachi

　Viscount Adachi’s 3rd daughter
　Black haired bokukko 
　155cm with chest size just C [T/N: don’t ask me…

I don’t know woman’s bra size.. I’m pure but ero… I’m ero pure~]
　Descendant of Yuusha
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 501 month 7 day 22
　Attribute : Fire – Lightning – Light - Void

　---　Bryut Firm　---



　Fillia
　Dog race’s Slave that being saved by Christoph then swear absolute loyalty to
him
　Getting Hanna’s education, and in a short

period became a maid
　Christoph himself doesn’t like formality too much so in

front of Christoph she used a little Frank with her feeling
　Used to be Christoph’s Slave but in order to establish his Firm she was freed
　Bryut firm Vice president and manager
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 503

　---　Magician Slave　---

　Giuletta
　Blond haired Elf woman
　Former Adventurer that failed their mission and

drown in debt with her 2 party member thus became slave
　Unfortunately she has no chest 
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 482
　Attribute : Water – Ice - Void

　Lock
　Red haired Hyuman male
　Incompetent person that being drawn in Magic

item Creation and drown in debt
　Hyorogari glasses that have a relatively high dexterity
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 471



　Attribute : Fire – Wind - Void

　Ji mon
　Brown haired mojamoja Male

dwarf
　The same as Lock, Magic item baka
　Likely can also do Blacksmithing too 
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 455
　Attribute : Earth – Lightning -Void

　Seruka
　Kobito race’s blue haired woman
　Became a slave because of her father’s debt
　Seems to exceed 30s but her outer appearance

was a girl
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 480
　Attribute : Void – Light –Water – Space-time

　---　Clerk Slaves　---

　Clara
　Black haired Female Hyuman
　Been ploughing her parents field but can’t pay

the tax so she became a slave
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 492

　Penesu



　Female Red haired beastman
　Former Hunter but being injured and selled as a

slave but the injury has been healed by Christoph
　Always using「nya」
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 495

　Purietta
　Pale green haired Female Hyuman
　Work as waitress in Capital’s café but being in

debt to buy his father’s medicine, thus to pay her debt she became a Slave
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 496

　Mameru
　Pink haired Fish races female
　Stranded on land and being injured, can’t pay

her treatment cost so she became a slave
　Have an appearance of a woman in her 20s
　Always using「no」
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 425

　---　Combat Slave　---

　Clamp
　Gottsui ossan [gottsui could also meant as Rugged, Rugged oldman]
　Over 230 cm Height Bear race
　Former adventurer because of injury, healed by



Christoph
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 474
　Weapon : Sword – Broad Axe – War Hammer 

　Bekkena
　Gottsui ossan [Rugged oldman]
　Hyuman Muscle daruma
　Former adventurer that failed his quest became

a slave with his 2 party member
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 481
　Weapon : Spear - Sword

　Benezetta
　Gottsui neesan [Rugged Big sis]
　Ryujin have a high of 180 cm

with her special feature of dragon scale and muscle
　Former adventurer that failed his quest became

a slave with her 2 party member
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 483
　Weapon : Shield – One handed sword

　---　Other　---

　Betlett von Oily 
　Great temple’s Bishop
　Earl Oily influential person second only to



Arcbishop
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 448

　Handel Zebra
　Zebra Firm’s president
　Long haired until his chest’s blond hair Elf
　one of Bryutzels Margrave’s trader
　Born in Sacred Calendar

year 270
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Sorry for the last week~ I've not updating this~ It's too thick for a sick person
to translate this, so I'm not touching too much... Fret not, this chapter is one of
the saved up chapter so it's not something I did while I am sick 

Anyway~

Enjoy the chappy :* and don't forget to comment or donate~ :*

_ 

　The old apartment has 4 floors aboveground the 1st

floor had space for building a workshop, while the 2nd to 4th floor has a

total of 4 rooms for living space.

　If you bought something this big in the

Capital, you need to at least have 10 million S so the Merchant Guild’s Clerk

told me.
　100 million Yen in japan huh~

「・・・This too looks horrible huh」

「・・・」

　If its not because the 180 years old building,

the land itself is priced at more than 5 million S.

　The word Renovate came out from Merchant guild’s



staff but, rather than renovate it he thought it will be cheaper if I rebuilt it

again.
　However, to demolish the building itself it

will need 1.5 million S and to dispose the rubble need another 1 million S, and

to construct something with a size of the apartment I will need at least more

than 5 million S・・・then paying to the Nobles for the disturbances・・・
whichever is it the money will fly.

　But, I could avoid being harassed by the nobles

because I’ve got someone to back me up, and to build the building again I’ve

got a trick, it will succeed somehow.

「Well, I’ll buy it if the price is 1.5 million S.

Could you consult about it to the seller? 」

　Just in case, I take a look at my feet.
　If the negotiation broke, I’ll pay it at 2

million S.

「・・・Understood, we will try to answer it before the

end of the day」

「Yoroshiku Onegaishimasu 」

　After seeing another 2 building we return to the

shop at noon.

　As usual the shop is thriving.
　The slaves were unfamiliar with hospitality so

they struggled but somehow they could handle it.



　Meanwhile, Purietta who was originally a cafe

clerk was accustomed to hospitality and immediately became war potential for
the

shop.

「O~i, Clamp, Bekkena, Benezetta~」

「Is there something I can hep？」

　The three of them immediately come to me Benezetta

became the representative that askied why I called them.

「Buy 30 portions of lunch boxes at Soramame inn’s

dining room immediately」

「３0 portion？」

　Me and Fillia, 11 Slaves, 1 soldier that

I asked to be a guard, my escorts is 4 so it’s all totaled 18, but there are

people that need more serving so 30 portion is good. 

「There are 18 people in this shop include me and

my escorts, you all seems to eat much. Is it too many for you guys? 」

　The person that seems to convince Benezetta

and the one that seems to rejoice they can eat much as Clamp and Bekkena.

「I leave buying things to you guys but, buy a

variety of it」

「「「Understood！」」」



　I give 5 large silver coins to Benezetta and let them go to buy the lunch boxes. 
　Why am I ordering them to buy lunch boxes was,

because gottsui 3 aren’t suited for hospitality .・・・Just that.

　Fortunately before lunch gottsui 3 came back

with a large amount of lunch boxes with them.
　The lunch box that those brought were divided,

and has 12 left over.
　Gottsui 3, 4 escorts, and 1 soldier acting as a

guard were given 2 lunch box.
　Even that still makes 4 left over when I asked the others except muscle faction
former hunter Penesu and the Magician Dwarf Jamon ask for more.
　2 left over was given to Gottsui 3 for them,

they happily divide them.
　Oi, don’t fights because of the side dishes・・・They eat well.

　After lunch first let’s buy gottsui 3 a weapon

for them by foot.
　The 3 were originally vanguards that used metal armor, but just by imagining
them using metal armor in the store is sultry so I bought them Long coat Leather
Armor at the store.

　The weapon is one handed sword, but I buy them a spear and a broad axe too
because it’s their usual equipment.
　While I was at it I bought a shield too.
　In the store the weapon that they equip is only

one handed sword, in case of some unforeseen circumstances has occurred I
allow

them to use the Spear and Broad Axe.

　Then, we brought back the purchased equipment,



and immediately strengthened it.
　This time I show my work to the 4 magician and

train them.

「「What is this Magic circle？！」」

　The magic item fool Lock and Jamon were surprised

seeing my magic circle.
　My magic has evolved since I went to the Great

Temple.
　In other words I used Japanese in the Magic

Circle.

　For me it is my native language？Japanese has a clear meaning in its words and
it’s easy

to use, it’s convenience since Kanji had less words than Balmus Ancient
language

that is normally used.
　By the way the language that we use in the Central

continent is Hekato common language so it’s different than Balmus Ancient

language.
When the era changed Culture and Language will change too.

「Now, what I let the 4 of you see isn’t Balmus’s

Ancient language. This word is special words don’t reveal it ！」

「「「「Yes！」」」」

　Magic needed a Magic Circle.
　Thus Magic circle commonly use Balmus Ancient

Language but, there’s no need to concern Balmus Ancient Language as long it



has a meaning.
　This thing is already discovered and not that

surprising but, Balmus Ancient Language has a good suitability and commonly

used by others.
　In other words as long as there was a meaning in

the word, one can use any kind of language to make Magic Circle.

TLN: Tell me Should I edited the early chapter to became more understandable
or should I progress the story as is?~
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　Magic Circle usually use Balmus Ancient Language but, as long as the word
has meaning it’s alright to use any kind of language.

 

　From this discovery I changed the language to Japanese to create a Magic
Circle.

　Mainly Kanji.

 

　Since the slate at the Great Temple uses Japanese, I try to use japanese in
Magic Circle and got the effect, since Kanji’s character can be written in small
numbers and have many meanings the effects can be many too.

 

　In other words the effect that impart with the word is higher than normal.

　Because of that I made Japanese become a top secret, I taught the 4 of them
to write the magic circle in japanese.

 

「Power Ring described【火魔使三腕力加二十】. This has a meaning of
increasing【腕力】by 20,【火魔使三】means it used 3 Mana from fire attribute ,
【腕力加二十】has a meaning to Increase【Physical Strength】by 20」

 

　It is too easy but it has a precise meaning.



 

「Use Magic３・・・？」

 

「Yes, if you understand your magic's numeral point you could control it, beside
that it is important to think of the environment so please understand this」

 

　Everyone couldn't understand everything immediately, because of that I
don’t think they’ll immediately become another war potential so do your best.

 

「Originally body strengthening magic comes from the Void attribute magic like
thing but, my magic circle is different from the others. Power is also a symbol of
Fire attribute , so Power ring charges Fire attribute in them. So Lock is in charge
of it」

 

　Because Lock's attribute aptitude of Fire is in Advanced Level so it’s enough
level to use.

 

「Moreover about the way to put the magic, other people is used『Little bit of
magic』kind of abstract representation but, my Magic Circle using number as the
representation. A, Magic number is my original measurement and it’s a ultra
secret thing so I don’t teach this to you guys now」

 

「Numeral Value of magic・・・How to do it・・・」

 

　Lock-kun, I’m sorry but for now I can’t teach you about that.

 

　Telling them about using Appraisal from Eyes of Mentality will make the
situation become more ambigous, someday I will need to learn to describe them



huh・・・

 

「Forest ring is【土魔使四耐久加三十】is using 4 Mana from Earth attribute ,
【耐久加三十】means【Endurance】will increase by 30. Forest ring charge Earth
attribute in it so I entrust it to Jamon.」

 

　Jamon’s attribute aptitude in Earth is in Advanced level so, it would be no
problem for him.

 

「Fireball ring too is from Fire attribute so I entrusted it to Lock.【火魔使四火

球射】Is what it’s described.【火魔使四 】it use 4 Mana from Fire attribute,【火
球】is Fireball,【射】is fired, kind of meaning all right. A, give the priority to Power
ring so take Power ring as your priority」

 

「Since water Ring uses water and Ice attribute I’ll entrusted it to Giulietta
okay.【水魔使二冷魔使一冷水 】is what it’s described,【水魔使二氷魔使一】is
using 2 Mana From Water Attribute and 1 Mana From Ice Attribute . 【冷水】Is
have a meaning of cold water. However, it needs to use 2 attribute at once so
out of all the rings this is the most difficult. Giulietta need to make the Magic
Circle too but, in order to manage and operate 2 attribute at the same time you
need to train magic control okay」

 

　I look at their faces and took a deep breath.

 

「Until now I have assigned you with ring. Whichever is only need a junior level
magic circle so since everyone here have intermediate and advance class magic it
will not be that hard? However, without my permission no one should
manufacture the rings that I mention before. Is there any question？」

 



　Lock raised his hand. I feel like a teacher.

 

「Why did all of it need advanced class? As what Christoph-sama says before
Fire attribute aptitude needed Junior Class personal to make it and you could
make a high class magic item isn’t it」

 

「That’s right, it’s not that hard to create high class magic item.・・・If I make
too many high quality magic item in distribution as the main point then the
power balance that was being kept until now will crumble. That’s why I prohibit
making it for now」

 

　Did they understand my intention Lock and the other stayed silent.

 

「Lock, Jamon, Giulietta pour your magic power in this parchment and see the

magic circle that is described in them. It’s your 1st time seen this language so
remember it 」

 

「ano, what about me・・・」

 

「Seruka too has her own job to do. But for now look at the 3 magic circles
okay」

 

「・・・yes」

 

　Don’t worry Seruka too will work hard.　Are？Not worried？

 

　The 3 of them firmly looked at the magic circle and draw them on a note and
learned it.　Until they can do it I will not let them draw a magic circle. It’s



because they’ll create a defective item only.

 

　Lock was quite curious about it and immediately remember it.　It seems
there’ll be no

problem for Jamon but, it seems that Giulietta will take much more time.

 

　Giulietta-kun【腐二鈴永 】・・・the bell will rot forever？What is that！

 

　I mean, why she created a difficult kanji！

 

「Giulietta, look at the sample carefully」

 

「・・・Yes」

 

「All right then, I will ask Seruka to make a potion」

 

「Alchemy is a little・・・」

 

　Seruka give a bitter smile.

 

「Don’t think about it too much. I too can’t use Alchemy. My potion has magic
imbued in them in the making process 」

 

「If I’m not wrong isn’t that more advanced than alchemy？」

 

「I guess so? I’ve never tried Alchemy so I don’t really know」



 

　Seruka-kun gave a wry smile in resignation.

 

「First use water magic Aqua to fill the bottle, there you put Void attribute
mana. Try it 」

 

「Christoph-sama , how should I put the Void mana in there？」

 

「aa, that’s right・・・Then, first fill the bottle with Aqua」

 

「Yes」

 

『Devote a little magic, Create a little water, fill the bottle・・・Aqua』

 

　Fumu, Aqua no problem.

 

「Use the same power as Aqua and try to chant『Devote a little magic, Use the
power of Void・・・Pure Mana』」

 

『Devote a little magic, Use the power of Void・・・Pure Mana』」

 

　Bon！

 

「Apparently you use a little too much mana huh」

 

「sumimasen 」



 

　Seruka’s Straight hair became afro while I’m thinking to not laugh I’m
laughing. Pupupupu.

 

「Pu・・First try to learn Water magic until you could use it well. Pupu・・・The
next step will be learned after ・・・that」

 

「Christoph-sama・・・is terrible, gusun 」

 

「So, Sorry」

 

　With something like this the 4 of them put their efforts in each of the magic
items they were in charge of.
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　As Evening approached, before the shop closed, they appeared.

「My name is Gamettsu. I came here to talk about the purchasing of my
property at 1.5 million S. I want to give out a condition to sell it at 1.5 million
S」

　A person that has a thorn and annoyance in his words.

　He directed an obscene smile to me my SP which seems to decrease
slightly.

　I don’t have an SP though.

「My name is Christoph Con Bryutzels. Then what is the condition? 」

「What, it’s a simple thing. I also did a business, so what I want is to have a
discount in Bryut’s Magic Item. Of course, it’s alright too for the price from the
store but I want your store to be limited」

　The landowner has really discerning eyes huh.

　To limit my shop would mean he can do the selling, thus if I sell him
cheaply he could get a profit from wholesale sale.

　I think it’s a normal thing to do as a Merchant.

　However, I feel something unpleasant・・・even if you ask me what is this
unpleasant feeling, I don’t know it too but I feel that I can’t trust this person.

　No matter how much profit you make, if the partner in business is
someone that you can’t trust, that is scary.

　No matter how big I hid in the shade of Bryutzels margrave’s name, there’s
no absolute evidence that I am being fooled, on the contrary there will be
some other hostile forces that want to try cheating Bryutzel margrave.

「Well, what do you think？」

　While my outside was a child my inside were an oldman so let’s think
about a gentlemanly response.



　Even if I don’t like him on the first time because of my intuition, I think it’s
an adult attitude to not alienate that kind of person・・・is what i want.

　But it’s different when someone is showing real harm instead of hostility.

「It doesn’t matter what kind of thing it is. However, it should be a magic
item」

「Distribute the item, and let’s go this way to decide the price. In addition
because I’ve given the condition to the merchant guild so please abide it」

「If that is it then it’s pretty one sided condition isn’t it」

「Then, let’s forget about this conversation」

　As long as I don;t know what is this guy thinking, I think it’s a good plan to
put it between the merchant guild.

　The order will be commended to merchant guild, the paying too will be
given to Bryut Firm from Merchant guild too, so getting unpaid will not
happen, mainly it’s all corresponded to merchant guild so it is a merit.

　Well, I don’t think anyone would want to turn Bryutzels margrave into
their enemy but, just in case.

　The building problem is nobility.

　I don’t think there’s anyone who would want to troubled by that kind of
thing.

　And in anytime that rag could collapse and it’s not weird if it really
collapses I think. It is unknown that the thing will be bought and the one who
wants to dispose of that apartment desperately is that man.

　If such a thing collapses, at that time he will need to pay the nobles a ton of
compensation.

　The landowner man seems to have done with his consultation to the
merchant guild’s female employee.

　Although he looks unwilling he took up my condition.

　In order to buy the rag apartment and the land I need to sign a contract in
the Merchant guild, and I will pay the price there.



　Out of this 1.5 million S, how many will the Merchant guild receive?

　10 %? I think it’s too little・・・then 30 % is a little too high? ・・・I think that
20% is enough isn’t it？

　After that, I buy a second commercial right for 2 million S.

　Because the sales getting more than expected and the employee has
exceed 10 , and the scale became too big that it will breach the 3rd issue of
the commercial right.

　The second commercial right too only in Capital otherwise I will need to
pay a huge amount to the government as a tax.・・・it can’t be helped.

　The 3rd commercial right is a small trading limiting in capital at least I
should be grateful because now there’ll be no small trading limit anymore.

　By the way out of 2 million S, 1 million S used for buying 3rd commercial
right, and there are a need to pay Merchant guild for an equivalent money.

　Originally it was 3 million S.

　When the rank is increased from 2nd commercial right to 3rd commercial
right everyone seems to say that, it seems it was Merchant guild’s service.

　Well, even to Merchant guild 2nd commercial right still better than money
paid to government and with that more money could be get, Taking a profit
while selling a favour isn’t it.

　And down at night now, even though there is a street light it’s still pretty
dark.

　Thus we’ve done with the purchase and name change payment, now the
rag tag apartment mine.

　So I think I want to put that rag tag apartment in use.

　However in my surrounding there are still my Escorts, so I will secretly go
this night.

　I’ve got no intention to reconstruct the building.

　I’m not even bothered to destroy and rebuild it.

　Then, how will I do it is simply by using Space-Time King Class magic『Time



Control』.

　This『Time Control』named magic is have the effect of manipulating the
time, I’m trying to get the rag tag apartment go back to its glory by force.

　・・・Theoretically it shouldn’t be a problem. It’s just theoretically.

　I’ll do it you know, rag tag apartment-chan.

　Now then, should I do it.

　First is making a barrier in entire site so in case there’s some ‘if’ case
there’ll be no damage to the other.

　With this kind of barrier there’ll be no trouble.

　Next is image to wraps the whole rag apartment in『Time Control』.

　At this time there’s a need of a big amount of mana.

　Feeling a sweat down to my forehead, it’s been a long time that I feel kind
of nostalgic.

　While in the process to permeate rag apartment in mana, I will
activate『Time Control』.

　More magic is needed in this phase.

　My MP is over 4000 but, uses all of my 4000 mana to use『Time Control』
into 180 years back isn’t possible.

　For now at least I need to rewind the building back until it’s enough to
make it not collapse.

　By the way common hyuman have approximately 400 Mana, even the one
that Called Genius Rozaria-dancho have 1000 Mana so with this you should
know how high my magic was.

　That kind of my Mana can only traced 180 years in the past while use『Time
Control』and it’s almost emptying my fuel.

　I’m Exhausted. It’s been a long time since I’ve using this much of Mana.

　Because a large amount of sweat was dripping to my brow, I sat on that
spot.



　After some break my Mana has been filled a little, so I decided to return to
the mansion.

　I’ll let the barrier that I unleashed to stay there and make it so other
people can’t interfere nor enter it.

　It’s in order to avoid it from being destroyed or burned.

　I don’t think there’s a need to do something like this but it’s just in case.

or below the post~
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　Recently, Mother has been unwell and mostly rests in her bed.

　Because I was busy with the Royal Magic Academy entrance exam and the
Firm, I rarely went to see Mother so now I will relaxedly meet up with her.

「What about the people in the firm？」

「Yes, because of the unexpected excessive busyness, I’m sorry I couldn’t
visit Mother faster」

「Please don’t push yourself too hard because your body isn’t strong」

　Being told by mother in her bed I just nodded.

「Mother too, should get better soon」

「Ufufufu, I’m not sick you know」

「E？」

　Mother says that while giggling, even the maids are giggling too.

　Jus, what is it?



「Christoph-sama, oku-sama right now is in her pregnancy」

「・・・Dismissal？」 while pregnancy kainin it’s actually a misheard Christoph
is)

　hoe? dismissal・・・Pregnancy? ・・・Eh?!Pregnant!

　It seems that my surprised face is interesting that made mother laugh
louder.

「It’s somewhat embarrassing in my age, but Christoph will get a brother or a
sister」

　OOOOOOOO！

　I will get a brother or a sister?! Isn’t that a happy thing! Auspicious!

「Mother, Congratulation」

「Thank you Christoph」

「But Father seems to not say anything to me. Its terrible」

「I wanted to tell Christoph myself which was what I conveyed to Ernest, so I
was the one who hushed him. I’m sorry 」

「・・・It’s my fault for being drowned in busyness and couldn’t come to visit
mother earlier」



　But, with mother’s age it will be advanced age delivery huh?

　I don’t know about this world’s advanced age delivery, but will it be okay?

「It’s alright, including me everyone has made full preparation, and there are
court physicians too 」

　Being able to read my mind Hanna is dreadful!

「Hanna, and everyone here too I’ll leave mother in your care」

「「「Yes!」」」

　However, Father was also lively until now huh.

　Certainly mother’s look is still in her late 20s.

　It is good that the husband-wife relation is good.

　Huh? Does that mean mother can’t come to Entrance ceremony?

　It’s no good if she overdid it and got miscarriage huh.

　Somehow or another then the day of Entrance ceremony has come.

　E? The development is too fast?

　I don’t know about that kind of thing tsu~!

　Since I had done the dormitory thingy 2 days ago, now I’m going to the
school building from the house that is branded as a dorm.



　Since I achieved the top seat I get a house but, I can bring 5 servants to live
there.

　Of course, walking with 5 servants is prohibited; it’s a servant for house
management and taking care of my personal management.

　I myself am not intending to bring any, but as expected, Father gave me a
strict order to bring some.

　In appearance, I am from a large noble house so not bringing any will hurt
the house’s honour, so I brought along my exclusive maid Luna and my escorts
knight Prime, Ben, and Lars, the 3 of them, and John as my chef and they will
start to live in my house.

　Before we go to the Entrance Ceremony I needed to enter my classroom. I
am in 1st year 1st group.

　Each group has 30 people in it, while there are group 1 to group 10; there
are 300 students for the 1st year.

　The 1st group was a group of top seat in the entrance exam, usually all of
them are nobles but it seems that there are 10 commoners included in this
year.

　Well, it’s because for nobles they just need to spend some money to get an
education so it’s a piece of cake but it’s different from commoner, but
compared to the 2nd group, the rate of the commoner seems to have
increased.

　In other word for nobles to be in a commoner class is just like a rank down
for them.

　Well I need to be careful too huh.[1]

　By the way group 2 to group 10 isn’t graded based on their test result.



　The only group that has grouped up based on their result is group 1.

「I am Peron Cook. Best regard」

　I’m being greeted by red haired slender kid that seated beside me.

「I am Christoph von Bryutzels. Best regard」

「E, Noble-sama? 」

　I have an appearance of commoner so he didn’t think that I was a noble.

　Noble’s clothes are annoying because it’s full of frill so because I am in
school, I try to use comfortable clothes as much as I can.

　Even though I occasionally use normal clothes as much as I can, I always get
reprimanded by Father.

　But because it’s not fit to my taste so I want to use these kinds of clothes as
much as possible in school.

　Well, if I use a robe, the clothes won’t be seen will it.

　For noble it isn’t permitted but, it’s alright if it’s just a little isn’t it.

「It’s just in appearance but, I am a noble」

「I’m sorry for talking to you」

「I don’t mind it. Even if I am a noble I don’t have any intention to
discriminate against another you know. Just call me without a hesitation.
That’s right, you don’t mind if I call you Peron isn’t it? I want you to call me



Chris」

「I don’t mind if you call me Peron. And as expected that to call noble-sama
without a –Sama is a little・・・」

「Then, It’s alright with Christoph. Best regard Peron」

「Yes, Best regard, Christoph-kun」

　Thus I’ve made a friend for the first time in this world and the classroom
became noisy.

　There are some fools that bring 4 servants with them.

　I feel that I’ve seen him somewhere but, I can’t remember it.

　Did my ages started to bite me・・・tte I’m still 13 years old.

　By the way, This Royal Magic Academy admission is allowed to 12 years
olds, and nobles normally attend this school at the age of 12.

　I was sick from the day I was born, and it’s been 1 year since I’ve moved
from Bryunhil to Capital, so I’m late to entering the school by 1 year.I don’t
know when will I die and until when will I’m stay Alive, even Father didn’t
think to enrol me to the Academy.

　Came back to the story but, bringing servant to the school is a rule
violation.

　It’s not like I feel anything out of it but, let’s see how the teacher react.

　If he says nothing because the one who break the rule is a noble, this
school evaluation will be a minus, reversely if they acting then it will be a plus.

[1] まぁ、貴族の様に教育に金や時間を費やせる方が有利なので仕方が無い



のだろうが、２回生になると１組の平民階級の比率が上がるらしい。

　平民階級の優秀な者が下克上を起こして愚かにも努力を怠った貴族はラン

クダウンと言う訳だ。

俺も気をつけなければ。
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「Wait you there」

 

　Blond curly haired girl call the person that bring 4 servant with her answer
the call with some stupid answer.

 

「Wha・・・t・・・」

 

　The fool should already recognize that the one who call him is the princess.

　Hahaha, even the naive me know that person is a princess, even most of the
nobles know her face at least.

　By no means, that I’m being told that by Peron!

　Peron just doing a monologue while saying that.

 

「Don’t you know bringing servant to the classroom is prohibited? Bring them
back immediately」

 

　if you were being ordered by princess you can’t say anything huh.

　aaa, you’ve already bring your servant, so put your spirit more!

　It’s just too foolish that I can’t hold back to laugh.

 

　A, I remember!

　That thing is Bakabon!

　the small fish character and freckles pig’s gang that look like they are stupid



wasn’t here・・・were they not passed the exam? Or is they’re in the other group?

Uwaa, he’s looking this way.

　It seems that I’m caught up that I’m looking at him, well because it is
Bakabon I don’t feel any intimidation, I’m not scared you know.

 

　U~a, Bakabon coming this way, seems troublesome.

　Is what I think but the teachers came in.

 

「Sit in your seat!」

 

　Bakabon is gave up on coming to my place, but his eyes were locked on here
huh~.

 

「Just before, there seems a fool who bring their servant here, were you know
who it is?」

 

「Sensei if it about those guys, they’re already out of here」

 

「N? Is that so , so you’ve already warned him huh? 」

 

　The teacher seems to recognize that the one who call him out is the princess.

 

「Yes, while being unworthy of the name freshman representative, I’ve warned
him」

 

　While being a princess, she’s using a modesty.

　It seems that she understand this Royal magic Academy’s spirit.



 

「Umu, this time because of you I won’t pursue who’s that fool, but I will tell
this to that fool. In this royal magic Academy, whether you are neither a noble
nor a commoner there’ll be no difference. If you don’t like it then immediately
submit your transfer form now. Do you understand fool! 」

 

　Even if you are a teacher, is it alright to call your student fool that much?

　It’ll be good if he’s meek after this but, that Bakabon don’t even understand
a bit of that speech, so there’s no way he’ll become meek.

 

　It seems that teacher’s name is Bloom ketsuruhemu .

　The person himself says that he don’t like ketsurehemu’s name so it’s better
to call him Bloom.

 

　Bloom-sensei gave us a brief explanation and attendance, thus the second
program is Entrance ceremony in the large auditorium.

 

　When we arrived at the Auditorium that have the size of wedding hall the
guardians and enrolled student were already seated there, while from my house
the one who presence was mother and father.

　Heck, I thought mother will not come here; will she be alright with her
pregnant body?

 

　Why am I known the location of my parent is because of Eria that isolated my
parent’s surrounding?

　No matter how much that discrimination is being hated here, aside of a
king’s audience this kind of security is needed, in case of something is happening
to the senior aristocrat there’ll be a crack happening between the nobles and
royalty.



 

　It’s kinda too late but, even the king’s attending it!

　It is possible when the princess is enrolling but is it alright to have that kind of
lax security?

 

　Firstly there was a simple greeting for the teacher and staff then a greeting
to the parents and the king.

　Then principal’s speech is・・・too long!

　After that is student representative’s greeting・・・too long！

 

「－－－－－Current enrolled student representative, Kuryushunanshu von
Bryutzels 」

 

　Aaatsu, is that my second elder sister!

 

　Because she’s busy so she can’t take a break in home for too long, and
leaving after 2 days, me too am being busy with my firm and can’t come home
often so we can’t meet, but I’m able to meet her in an unexpected situation huh.

 

　E? It’s okay to greet her you say?

　It’s indeed true but, being busy with the firm and come back on time of the
curfew can’t let me do it.

　It’s not like I do it on purpose okay. It’s just that I am forgetting it.

 

　・・・I think that I’m able to greet her today!

 

　Then, there’s visitor’s greeting, and the last is freshman representative’s



greeting that is the princess.

 

「－－－－－Freshman representative, Dorothy von Vandam」

 

　I was sleeping. Sorry.

　I’m fast asleep until Peron wakes me up.

　I’ve hold back myself until here so forgive me.

　Even if I’m looking like this I was busy with the Bryut’s firm that being likes a
flying bird.

　I was cutting my sleep time because of stock checking creating a new item
etc.

　it’s my Investment to enjoy my Chilin life desu!

 

　More than that I feel the stare of the escorts that have the king’s flag
there・・・

　Oyoyoyo!

　Is that perhaps, is it possibly that, Brother Jimunisu ！

　When it comes to this, Eyes of mentality sure is convenience huh!

 

　Since my arrival to the Capital big brother Jimunisu never once comes back to
the mansion, so this is my first time of seeing her.

　I hear that Brother Jimunisu and Sister Elizabeth have the same mission but,
had they come back.

 

　When I see him he’s look like just like father・・・isn’t him？

　The eye seems to like mothers.

 



　With this the only one who I’m never meet , is only sister Elizabeth huh.

 

　Now then, Entrance ceremony has ended and we’ll be freed.

　Since it’s a boarding school the last thing will be farewell to the guardians
isn’t it.

　I’m not dying okay!

 

　However, I meet an unexpected person here.

 

　That’s right; it’s the eldest daughter big sister Elizabeth.

　Big sister Elizabeth is a quasi-knight so she’s not the king’s guard, instead she
must be guarding from a little farther place, it seems that she got a little time.

　・・・Is it alright to leave Kings defence just like that!

 

「Nice to meet you, Big brother Jimunisu, Big sister Elizabeth, Big sister
kuryushinansu. Christoph desu. 」

 

「・・・We’ve already know Christoph so we’ll not going to say it’s our first time,
but we’re keenly aware of your lost memory」 not first number but something
like it’s the first time we meet, so something like that is~ connected)

 

「That’s right. When you are still a child I have once carrying you you know・・・」

 

「E, Even if you have lose your memory seeing this healthy Christoph is making
me happy！」

 

　Elizabeth-anesama is hugging me with no chance of letting me go, while



kuryushinansu anesama patting me in the head even though she has smaller
stature than me.

 

　Apparently my siblings really love me.

　I’m glad.

 

「Kuryushinansu anesama I want to visit you immediately after entering
dormitory but, I’m too busy. I’m sorry. 」

 

「That’s right huh, then I’ll forgive you if you take a dinner with me in awhile」

 

「Yes, With pleasure！」
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025　After admission

　Yesterday was the first time for me, but it became a reunion for my siblings.

　Thus I had a meal promised by my 2nd sister Chrisnans , while the 1st elder
sister Elizabeth seems to envy Chrisnans-anesama and won’t let me go.

　To that Elizabeth-anesama and Jimnis-aniue say’s ‘mission’ that seems to be
a first for her.

　Because of that, last night I had a dinner with Chrisnans and continued being
taken care of.

　I don’t remember my past memories but I kept being treated like a doll, so
it’s indeed tiresome.

　It’s a good place to be doted by someone.

　I want to listen to the class to reinvigorate my mood・・・

　However, that guy won’t even get tired.

　Imperceptibly he’s already has henchmen.

　Because Marquis Brennan is of a large nobility, for a junior nobility it is
possible to enter under his umbrella of power if they suck up to him.

　Well, if he doesn’t do sneaky things around me, I won’t do anything to him,
and I too won’t even bother to.

「For now on I will tell you the curriculum for your class. There is a required
subject and an elective class but above all it’s a credit system. There’s only a
writing course but, it’s possible to obtain a credit by finishing the written test
completion exam early」

　By Bloom-sensei explanation it seems that from next week onward, this
month’s schedule is full, and we are able to do our written test completion
exam.

　In the first place nobility had already been given an advanced education so
it’s normal to give such a treatment to those kind of people, for them to receive



a higher level of education.

　For the 1st year there’s only a writing course but it’s also possible to get the
credit for graduating too, in the past there was a person that was able to do it,
but it seems it’s pretty rare.

　In other words it’s possible to graduate if I have enough credits to do so and I
won’t need to attend class anymore so・・・my schedule will be full of taking
exams for the credits.

　By the way, the practical subject is something that will make you improve
your abilities and experiences for the world so it’s not like a writing subject, so
even if you can do it, it won’t be possible to receive the credits.

　However, even an excellent person will receive their credit if the teacher say
so after carefully judging them.

「Hey, long time no see. Christoph-kun isn’t it？」

　Black hair, black eyes - a feature close to a Japanese person・・・

「・・・・・・・・・・・Who？」

「ahahaha, did you forget? I am Carla von Adachi. We’ve met at the entrance
examination」

「・・・・・Aaaa～, I remember. It’s bokukko」

「Bokukko huh・・・that’s right too huh」

　Her pout kinda felt cute.

「Ah, I’m Christoph von Bryutzels and here is my friend Peron」

「Peron is a cook desu. Best regards」

「・・・Cook you say, that restaurant cook？」

「Yes, it’s a store that is being managed by my father desu」

　Peron seems to be pleased to talk about a store that being managed by his
father.

「I’ve been there several times and it’s delicious. I’ll go there again, in that time
give me a discount okay」



「hahaha, I’ll tell that to Father then」

「So Adachi-san, do you have some business with me？」

　Because she talked to me and I got strayed, let’s bring it back on topic！

「Un, won’t you join my party or not is what I think. Peron too how about it？」

「Party？」

「Christoph-kun, Bloom-sensei has said it you know. You need to form a party
consisting of 3 people.」

「・・・So it’s like that huh・・・」

「You need to hear it properly you know？」

　Those 2 look at me in the eyes・・・I had heard it properly you know！

　Though it’s in through the right and out through the left・・・

「then, how about it? Will you make a party with me？」

「I’m alright with it, but how about you Peron？」

「I’m alright too with it. Rather, it should be me who is asking about it」

「Then, is it alright for me to write the applicantion？ And please call me Carla,
alright?」

　So with that, the party members had been determined immediately and Carla
is the one who requested and written the application.

　The truth is, this day’s class is just for us to determine our party and the
explanation about what a party is while the rest of the day is free.

「Then, did you 2 decide your own clan?」

「I have yet to decide it, how about you Christoph-kun？」

「I’m still undecided！」

「Christoph, I think that this is not a thought to be proud of!」

　・・・fumu, without honorific huh・・・

　Well, I won’t be angry over such a thing you know.

　Rather I’m okay with saying it affectionly.



「Has Carla decided hers？」

　Perhaps because of my question, Carla is「ehehehe」while taking out a flyer?.

「I along with my childhood friend are thinking about forming a clan together.
Then, won’t you 2 join us？」

　A clan is something like a club in Japan.

　The truth is, I got invited by Chrysnans-anesama to enter her clan but, the
clan that is being lead by Chrysnans-anesama is named “Student council” - that’s
why I don’t really want to join it.

　It’s troublesome！

　While there are things like the “public moral committee”, the “magic duel
society” and the “pursuit of survival” clan .

　I feel like I will get forced to enter Chrysnans-anesama’s 『Student council』 if I
don’t decide a clan to enter soon.

「The purpose of the clan is...？」

「It’s magic item reasearch！」

　Ah, it’s my niche.

「Yosh I’m in！」

「「Fast！」」

　Peron and Carla are surprised by my immediate answer but, Peron too enter
the clan together with me. Though in Peron’s case, his name was written by
Carla without his consent but I shall overlook it.

　The clan could only be established if there are 5 people or more in it was
what I heard.

　Me, Peron and Carla plus Carla’s childhood friend isn’t the number not
enough? Then, when I ask about it, it seems that there are 2 more of Carla’s
childhood friends so it’s acceptable.

　Then why didn’t she organized a party with her childhood friends? When I
asked about it, her childhood friends are in another class so it seems it’s not
possible.



　It’s my 1st time hearing that making a party from another class isn’t
permittable！

「Yosh, clan and party with this all okay, now is only the unit completion test
huh」

「Does Carla also want to receive the unit completion test？」

「Of course！I want to graduate faster so I can immerse myself in research
about magic items！」

　Carla is an honest person to her desires huh.



026:

　During my free time the things that need to be determined had been
determined, the things that need to be applied to had been.

　For the unit completion tests I applied to 5 subjects - Arithmetics, History,
History of Magic , National Language, and Balmus Ancient Language.

　History of Magic is a subject regarding magic and something like sorcery’s
history, through what kind of stages they went through and their origins.

　It also mentioned a part of the hero summoning process, but the details
are confidential.

　The subjects that I didn’t apply for a unit completion test are subjects such
as the study of mamono and geography, thus making me attend those classes.

　The truth is, about those two subject, I have no time to study for them.

　Incidentally, the study of mamono is a compulsory subject, but geography
has become an elective subject.

　In addition to the practical exam, there was the magic course, combat
course, and item course - those 3 I arranged to take.

　The combat course can’t be removed because it’s compulsory, but the item
course is an elective but I got intereseted in it and thinking about its practical
use, I chose to attend it.

　Since the majutsu and mahou courses are a semi essential subjects, you
must choose either of those, instead of choosing the mahou course I decided
to choose the majutsu course.

　I mean, it’s better to pick the 2 of them at the same time but, I should put a
minimum line to clear,so it wouldn’t put me in a box.



　I aim to complete 10 subjects but, beside the 7 compulsory subjects that
will be learned during the 3 years in the Royal Magic Academy, I need to
complete at least 10 subjects so I could graduate.

　Well, if I get interested in other subjects it’ll be no problem to take them
later.

　The combat course is the most important course even in the Royal Magic
Academy, creating a party of 3 and using mahou or majutsu to combat against
another party to nurturing experience.

　The things that were being said are simple but every years there are some
casualties.

　Although I was thinking how hard it would be, when the combat started
there’s no other choice but to put in the effort, is what I think.

　I’m a little anxious！

「How many unit completion tests did you take Peron and Carla? By the way I
took Arithmetic, History, Magic History, National Language and Balmus
Ancient Language, those 5」

「Ara, you too took a lot of unit completion tests huh?」

　Suddenly being called, this voice must be her’s...

　As I turned my face to the sound source, what I see is blonde curly haired
girl, with a close to nonexistent chest and her signature roll hair in an imposing
stance.

「Just now, you must be think about something rude, right?！」



　It seems she has a complex about her chest huh, however her intuition is
good！

「There’s no such thing？」

「・・・Alright then・・・I won’t lose to you so prepare yourself」

　Don’t puff your nonexistent chest！

「Your highness, please let me give a remark」

「・・・What is it？」

「Please tell me if I said anything that offended you, your highness, I’ll be
more careful」

「・・・」

　「・・・Why you didn’t say anything！」

「――――」

　The princess become bright red while saying something in a low voice but,
she turn her heels and walked away.

　Just what the heck was that？！



　I mean, what will happen if I say something wrong・・・

「Christoph doesn’t know a women’s heart, huh」

「・・・Christoph-kun, be more gentle to her okay」

　Why did I am become the bad person？！

「na, Peron. What did I do wrong？」

「N～・・・Being indifferent with something that your not interested in？」

　Isn’t that normal？

　It’s inevitable that I’m not interested in it！

「・・・」

「I think that sort of personality is・・・」

　Carla-kun, did that mean there’s a problem with my humble personality？

　What should I do to deny the Princess’s personality？

　Changing the topic, regarding the next appointment the 3 of us will meet
up.

　Since we have built our party, it’s necessary to cooperate in the actual fight



but for now we need to overcome the unit completion tests.

「yoshi, first is to safely overcome the unit completion test！」

「「Ooooo！」」

　you guys, seems too easy going huh！

「You guys, it’s noisy ！」

　Uoo, don’t suddenly yell from behind. You’re noisier you know！

「Ah, sorry」

「Uwa, so it’s Warner huh」

「Oi, you bastard！Calling the great me without honorifics, do you take the
Brenna family lightly？！」

　Even though Carla murmured it lightly, even in that low voice you can still
hear it. What a long ear.

「Uaa, using your family name instead of your own name how embarassing
～」

　Ah, my real thought leaked involuntarily.



　Eh, why didn’t I say my own family name too？

　It’s because as long as my opponent didn’t do anything to me I won’t bully
them.

　I hope he understands that～

「Na！」

　Bakabon-kun that has not appeared for a long time screamed in a high
voice with a red face.

　This guy still continuing his discrimination against commoners, how
annoying.

　Probably because Peron is friendly with me, he got harassed immediately -
don’t get close to Peron!

　So I say a warning to them. But he is stupid so I think it’ll be impossible.

　I mean, after become bright red he become pale.

　Your complexion is bad you know？

「I wonder why were you so unlikeable huh？」

「Fun-tsu！You aren’t a noble because you play with a commoner~tsu」

　What a silly word.

　Is nobility so great？

　How long can a nobe live without a commoner and a slave！

「Are you serious when you say those words？If that’s true why did you



enroll in this school？I think your ideas seem to be too crude？」

　Because he seems to want to punch me, I create a small rock under his feet
and he stubled down.

　From inside the classroom the voices of laughter are heard because of the
stupid idiot that took the classes attention.

「Are you alright? Your complexion is bad so, why don’t you go to the
infirmary？By the way go there yourself okay because I don’t want to bring
you there」

「Ku, Annoying！」

　Bakabon jump out of the class while glaring at the gazes of the students.

　You’re the most annoying though.

　However, even though he’s young he’s so stupid he needs some
corrections, huh.

　What should I do？

「It is you again, huh, even if you are from a large noblity, don’t cause a
commotion too much okay」

　The princess’s appearance！

　Because it’s troublesome should I bow down to the princess？

「Just as her higness says. Let’s cool ourselves down」



　I too have a guilty part, with Princess forgiveness let’s just slide it away,
that’s why I’ll just go somewhere fast.

　While thinking that, I, who didnt have a good impression of Bakabon turn
my back.

「You bastard・・・Duel！I challenge you to a duel！」

「wa, wait just stop, a duel is dangerous」

　Carla’s trying to stop it but, Bakabon isn’t giving any ears to it.

「Annoying, you ugly girl, just shut up！」

「What did you say！Who did you say ugly to！Even you yourself are an
incompetent that can’t do anything by himself！」

　Uwa, Carla that was trying to stop the situation, got herself exceited.

　The 2 people that were being noisy with their wawa, made the Princess
shout.

「Stop it！」

「I beg your forgiveness, your Highness」

　Carla is lowering her head to the Princess while asking for apology, while
Bakabon that had blood in his head forgot his surrounding.



　You, even though you talk gibberish about nobility, someone like you had
that kind of attitude toward the princess？

　After all you just a Bakabon that doesn’t know anything about the world,
huh.

「Well, calm down already. At the same time that you challenged me to a
duel it’s allright for me to give the conditions 」

　There’s no other choice so I am the one who will hold it down.

　E？I am the cause of it？

　That is wrong you know.

　If Bakabon didn’t have unpleasant thoughts about me or my friends I
woudn’t do anything either.

「Condition you say?! I dare you to say」

「Even though you say it’s a duel, getting yourself a representative is a
disgraceful thing to do is what I think, so since you yourself were the one who
proposed the duel, it’s troublesome to have you zorozoro with your henchmen
so it’s 1 vs 1 duel alright?」

「Alright! Whatever, the rule is alright. Even if you die don’t complain!」

「Okay then, get the permission from the teacher, alright. It would be
annuled if there’s no permisson after all.」

　This guy really is stupid.

　If anything’s alright means it will be alright for me to kill him is what he



doesn’t understand.

「Alright then」

　With that, Bakabon left the classroom along with his henchmen.

「I’m sorry to have trouble you, your Highness」

「He seems to have a though about killing you, is it alright?」

　Although the Princess don’t stop the duel, she seems to worry for me.

「I think what will happen will happen. It’s my honour to have the worry of
her Highness」

　But it is my first duel so, I somehow feel a little nervous.

「Please be careful so as not to get a serious injury. It would leave me a bad
aftertaste because it seems like I will have an unearned win after all.」

　The princess movement looks so graceful.

　If there’s a mount in her chest it would be perfect.

　Uwa, I’m being stared!

「Christoph-kun, will it be alright for you to duel?」



「It’ll be alright somehow?」

「For god’s sake・・・instead of that have you got any experience with dueling
Christoph-kun?」

「Because Rozaria-dancho prohibit me from 1 vs 1 duel so・・・」

　Because even though my junior level magic could kill someone so it’s
prohibited.

　So I’ve got no experience with another person except Rozaria-dancho.

　Yes, I’ve already have the experience of 1 vs 1 with Rozaria-danchou,
Mei**-kun！

「Is Rozaria-dancho the court magician Rozaria von Excel-sama?」

「That’s right」

「Christoph-kun!」

「Uwa, what is it, shouting so suddenly」

「Next time, let me meet with Rozaria-doushi. Please!」

　E？Doushi？What？

　Is Peron like a oneesan type of person？

　Indeed, this year Rozaria-dancho turns 24, E~tto it’s 12 years older than
you, you know ？



　Well, I am now more than 30 years old ossan so it is possible huh~

　Ah~ by the way I am 13 years old, but Peron and Carla are 12 years old.

「Isn’t Rozaria-dancho the hero that became the youngest court magician!
It’ll be my lifetime memory if I could even meet her once in my life 」

　A~, So that’s it huh.

　Peron is surprisingly a Mihana huh...
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027　New Item

At the end of the week, I’m going to Bryut firm to check its state.

　Recently the slaves seems to be more familiar with hospitality, and the
majutsushi slaves fail less in the production of magic items.

　In other words, the business feeling is staying on track.

　Then, today is the day to teach the slaves about a new magic item that could
constantly deploy a defensive barrier type of magic.

　Since the barrier that is being deployed by the bracelet is colorless, and has a
space-time attribute magic, it’s decided to leave it to the slave that has that
attribute magic.

　Lock and Jamon were begging to include them in the development of the new
item enviously, they at last back down when I said that I will use them for the
next product.

　While Julietta is finally getting used to her job.

　Julietta and Seruka have a nice attribute compability so aside from water ring
production, having Seruka as an aid for the new item will be hard in terms of
capacity.

　The sales are favourable, in a day we could get 190 thousand S.

　While monthly it exceeds 5,7 million S, if I convert it in Japan’s Yen it would
be 57 million Yen.

　If the new item launched I think it will get busier but, because it takes time to
create the item and the high material cost, there won’t be many that will be
sold.

　After all the bracelet itself is a piece of silverware and it is created with an
unusual attribute of space-time, it is decided that it will be a premier good.

「Since a Bracelet of Barrier needs a magic crystal as its power supply, we need
to provide a magic crystal at a regular interval. The Bracelt of Barrier is priced at



200.000 S while the barrier magic crystal is 50.000 S. There will be a discount if
the customers buy the scope of the products」

　Although Bryut firm has a discount for a certain amount of purchases, these
2 goods will be excluded in it because the things themselves are expensive.

「In addition, explain how to use this Bracelet of Barrier and that the item itself
will wear out in about 5 months. Tell them to exchange the magic crystal every 4
months. Ah, It’s alright to not tell them about the 5 months. And there’ll be a
manual how to use it in the box. And note the serial number」

　Since the Bracelet of Barrier uses a magic crystal as its power supply, it will
need to be exchanged every 6 months.

　If one were to ignore these things it won’t be our problem if the magic
crystal’s mana depleted and the item can’t be used.

「Serial number ‘0’ will be used for demonstration. Clamp, try to slash me using
your sword.」

「E? However・・・」

　It’s impossible for a slave to hurt it’s master, Clam is hesitating.

「It’s alright, try it. It’s an order」

　At this point escort knight Primera should stop this but, but I order Clamp to
do this.

　It should be alright if I give it to a slave to prove it’s function but, it would be
best to demonstrate it on myself .

　Because there’s no other choice, Clamp comes to me while swinging his
sword.

　Although Clamp sword swingings towards my left shoulder, the sword is
stopped around 20 cm infront of me by a colorless barrier.

「This Bracelet of Barrier is created by space attribute magic. If it is just an
intermediate class magic it can defend against it. I’ve already tested it many
times so there’s no mistakes about it. However, in case of an advance class
magic there’s a possibility that it will be destroyed. I didn’t write about the
advance class magic in the manual but wrote it as just “a strong force may break



it”」

　With my inspection there won’t be any problem withstanding an advance
class magic but, it will be a hassle if it is destroyed by an advance class magic, by
some circumstance it could be destroyed even by an intermediate class magic so
it should be alright to write it as a powerful force.

　・・・I myself am thinking with a mindset of a Japanese person - that is how I
think.

　Everyone is nodding at the description, so the explanation time has ended.

「Fillia, I left the things aside to you. I will go to the dorm after going to the
mansion」

「Yes, please take care」

　When I came back to the mansion, Mother greeted me.

　There’s no nostalgic feeling nor lonely feeling to me since the admission day
when I first went away.

　But mother’s face contained glee and happiness while looking at me.

　Even though she’s pregnant, is it alright for her to be so active?

　Because father is in his work room while I’m here I’ll see him too but, the
thing about my duel with Bakabon is already known to father.

「Don’t be too excessive. If Cecilia knew, she’d be worried about it・・・」

「I’m sorry」

「Will there be a chance of victory？」

　It seems that instead of being angered by the duel, he seems to be more
positive towards it.

「Rather, I find it hard to find a losing element in it」

「fuhahaha! souka,souka. Then beat Brennan’s little bastard to smithereens.
Beat him thoroughly, so it won’t leave any future trouble!」

　Father seems to hate Marquis Brennan thoroughly.

　It seems that large nobility had many things huh.



　I mean, Bakabon’s father might be a bigger fool than his son.

「Is it really alright?」

「No problem! His father is often neglecting His Majesty and only approaches
when something is in his self-interest, and that child has many bad rumours
around him. Open those traitors eyes and let them see! Whatever happen we’ll
protect you 」

　The normally gentle father became this radical・・・ he seems to hate this
Marquis Brennan too much huh.

「Thank you very much」

「However, keep it a secret from Cecilia okay. Because this is an important time
for her」

「yes!」

　I’ve received father’s permission.

　I’ve received more permission than I thought I would but, with this I could
beat Bakabon thoroughly.

　Huh? I am not living relaxedly you say?

　Well, I’m not really interested in sharing my personal view of things but, isn’t
it important to dispose of an uncomfortable thing that will disturb my chillin life
with my friends, right?

　hahaha, let’s leave it at that!

「In addition the sugar workshop that you promoted has been completed. After
that I’ve gotten approval from His Majesty, and bought the production rights of
your castor sugar for 10 million S 」

　About the castor sugar, father demand for it too, at first I did have an idea to
have the production rights for it, father then established the rights at a quick
pace.

　It’s an obvious fact, but because castor sugar is a thing created by my magic,
and the manufacturing workshop construction is something that’s created by a
majutsushi’s magic circle, the personnel deployment has been completed.



　However, I never though that I will get a permission right from His Majesty
the King.

　It is something that I created myself so even if there’s no rights or someone
that wants to complain about me monopolizing it, as long as they don’t know
how to create it, it will still will be me as the one who monopolizes it.

　Father held transfer rights to me that still need my signiture.

「I understand. Then henceforth Bryut firm will sell the castor sugar for 3000 S
each pot, While the other firms will need to pay ７０００Ｓ～１００００Ｓ for
wholesale」

　Scrible scrible and there’s the signiture, with this Bryutzels margrave’s house
will have it’s own castor sugar manufacturing workshop as it’s domestic
industry.

　E, there’s too much of a difference with the price in Bryut’s firm?

　It’s obvious!

　Castor sugar is a money tree that is priced at 10 million S in it’s
manufacturing, moreover it’s something for households, according to it’s price
it’s normal for it to receive super special treatment.

　N, Violation of antitrust laws you say？ Those kind of laws are not in this
world！ If there is something like that then His Majesty’s approval won’t be
recognized.

「I’ve called the other 3 households about castor sugar manufacturing. Finally
including our house there’ll be 4 households that’ll carry out the domestic
manufacturing of the castor sugar 」

　Monopoly on wealth will receive envy, if there is another 3 households then
the envy received will be less, eh.

　There’s no oversight huh.

「Thus that manufacturing workshop will need 4 machines. 1 piece of
machinery will be purchased at 1 million S, so please create 4 of them」

「Yes, thank you for the order」



　The central part of the manufacturing workshop will divide between the
extraction of the portion that will be used for the castor sugar, and the one that
won’t be used for it.

　Because the central part of the machine is a black box that’s created by my
magic circle, it has been written as a mechanism that could only be created by
me, so it could only be purchased from me.

　Aside from the central part, father needs to pay for the other things for the
workshops, but it will profit me from those 3 other households.

　By the way 1 machine has been sold to father.

　When I ask father, it seems that castor sugar’s production has been
requested by the nobles from the south, west, north, and eastern parts of the
Sacred Vandamme Kingdom.

　Aside from the house of Bryutzels margrave house in the capital and the
south that is Bryutzels margrave home territory, production of castor sugar is
forbidden, and anyone trying to recreate it will receive a punishment from the
kingdom.

　At the time I want to take a rest, my duel with Bakabonn was spreading.

　The duel will be carried under the supervision of Bloom-sensei, the date is
month 5 day 3 afterschool, after the unit completion test period has ended.

　Moreover, not only within 1st year, the rumour is spreading to even 2nd and
3rd year.

「What is happening so that the news is spreading this far?」

「Warner is the one who spread it. Because he know that Christoph-kun is
sickly just last year, he spread the news because he thinks that you don’t known
any mahou and majutsu 」

「E？But didn’t Christoph-kun use a magic that could be marked as a pass in
the exam that even could blow-up the building？」

　Carla’s information revealed my darkest part to Peron. My plain’ SP shaved.

「About that, he spread it saying that it was done using a magic item’s
prowess！」



「・・・I though in the magic test only magic books are allowed？・・・besides
isn’t the usage of magic items allowed in a duel？」

「after hearing that・・・he really is stupid huh」

　The duel condition is 1 vs 1, while other things are allowed.

　While I think that if anything’s okay in a student’s mind, that Bakabon seems
to want to get bulldozed eh.

　Where did his self confidence come from？

　Is it perhaps that because of his father is a big noble that he has some sort of
magic artifact？

　I don’t want to get negligent, I should get everything ready in case something
happens.
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